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KOY, HARDING COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, OCT.,28th 1922
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(FOREMOST PAPEIl IN HARDING COUNTY.)
Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the
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LITTLE ONE
HARDING COUNTY HIGH
REPUBLICAN RALLY
PROF. A. O. BOWDEN
TRAIN NUMBER 183 GOES
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SIL
OF
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LN DITCH NEAR CABEZA
NEW PRESIDENT
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BY FIRE
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Chateau was
A by Mr and Mrs Juan Lujan, her large majority. Hon. Eufracio at mile post No. 43, two miles
of the volunteer fire Professor Bowden was brought county is invited to attend
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and
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of
schools
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The' fire was first discovered Kentucky
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land at mat, ano ne nas jusir Kaiph Hazen of the Bradley
candies, try one, &t Floersheim . "ceive your child riffht now. anc the
no tuition will be charséd altho allowed it to roll 'loose at the
harvested the two acres getting neighborhood was transactin? - NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC" ':
Municipal High rear of the train.
8,4UU pounds irom me paicn, business in Roy the first: of the
lit is only'
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impossible to make us believe Union Church next Sundav morn The actual countv exoense in class meat market.-and
handles 0PPsite FOR .THE LOCATION cars. However, just east of
they were raised on sod and in ing and evening. His subject connection with that ' grade or all kinds of moats, both cured OF A COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL mile post number 43, on a sharp
a community that lias no larger for the evening services will be fill by Dean's place was less than and. fresh," also lard and other A i kuí, JNJÜVV aijü AlCü .
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pert meat cutter and needs no Roy Tuesday and will yjgjf. hour. Almost the entire train,
just simply planted them and by Mr. Cooke at the Union
I invite you to prove your Latrodnction to the public as ev- - friends for a, few weeks." Miss or to.be exact, 36 cars of coal
waited to harvest them. Anv- - Church . Everybody come out statement or yoú must retract ery one knows him and know Hall reports that all the Roy and coke piled onto the overturn
wav John is a "táter raiser" and both morning and evening for we them.
.they will get a good fair and hon folies up in Colorado are getting ed engine. The 36 cars wei-we shall expect to see the Roy are sure he has something good
jamed into a
of abcut 90
est deal from him. Read his along nicely but none háve
W. Mackey,
J.
merchants handling spuds raised to tell you.
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Supervisor
Dist., No 1 :ad in another part of the S.. A. gotten the mesa.
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by Mr. McDaniel next year.
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SAM RATCLIFF RE- - .
SIGNS FROM BOARD
OF EDUCATION

'i

''Vr

";

Ratcliff. who has
been a' member of the Board of
Hducatiori of Roy. for the past
two years,? has seat in his resignation' to the Board to take effect at ónce.;'. Ir.' Ratcliff was
a good member of the Board and
the school dis..the patrons
trict as w ell as his collegües are
sorry to see him leave the Board
.at this time; rThe Board has
had many difficulties to overcome and they"axe just now in
sight of the completion,. of the
'. ,
new school house, ,
v .Mr. Ratoliff's ' letter to the
Board was received Saturday and
which is self explanatory is as

kt

follows:

"

''

Roy, New Mexico.
Oct. 21, 1922.
V
"
Board of Education Dist. No. 3.
Gentler.ién and Frienda:
I hereby tender my resignation as a member of said Board
of Education to take effect at
once.
Assuring you that this is being done through no selfish
motive nor ill .will t none. I
beg to, remain as ever your
friend,' and assure you that you'
as a
shall have my
non member in all your undertakings in building a better
school in Roy.
May God's blessings rest with
each one of you is my prayer.
Sincerely
and Fraternally
1
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Yours,

-

,

Sam Ratcliff.
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drawing will take
At two thirty p'cIqck-P.place n jfrónt of ourstore Bes
listed in rotation so you will know if you are a winner
as soon as the numbers aré drawn and announced, f
Twenty grand prizes will be awarded also a prize for
each person holding one or more tickets. Register at the
store door and get your prize.
Winners must be present at time of drawing and claim
their prize or a second number will be drawn.
;

i

.''.:

.'

and ' relief train was immediately sent to the scene of the
wreck lwaring railrcad officials.
doctora-aamembers ot the faiu-iliof those on; the crews.

es

; After atójit three
hours of
hard labor Engineer Hines was
dug .out' frohi v beneath several
feet of cosí' and it was found
that he jiad incurred injurie
cosisting of a broken leg, broken
arni and other1 injuries, the natura of which have not been learned.. Engineer Carrall was '
also dug from beneath several
of coal, but it was found that V
hesuffered only minor cuts and
Brakeman CantreB,
bruisés..
who was riding on the head end
of thé train was hurled into the
debris of the wreck and at a late
hour Thursday afternoon his
body .had not been found.
j
Wrecking crews are working
at both ends of the wreck and it I
is hoped by railroad officials j
-

-

...

gotten to Tucumcari

s

'

Bargains in all departments Saturday.

lloersheim Mereañtile Company

;

.

v

,

:

-

that the line will be opened some

f

time Sunday.
' ;
As we go to press word is received that engineer Hines, who
was injured in this wreck, died
at the El Paso hospital ten min-- í
utes after arriving there.
-

,;

-

We understand that ChauneeJ1
Depew Was married Wednesday
but we could get no facts so wiH
save the item for, next weeks
issue and make it correct.
f
i

VOTE FOR ME
US BOTH GOOD.
.

WILL DO

John F. Gibson

i

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

vaaces to Wilton she saw by Instinct
She
had
lost forever. She might win Wlltoo
yet but never In that way.
Now she would go to any lengths
to oust Molly. Molly had never writ
ten to her since her departure, and she
did not even know if her scheme had
succeeded In estranging her from Wil
ton. But she Inferred success from
Wilton's bearing. He had not looked
like a successful lover.
Bitterly she reflected on her mar
rlage with Joe. She had never loved
Joe, but neither had she haten him,
She had loved Wilton, and, bound by
tradition and social circumstances, she
had concealed It Then Joe had died.
Everything had seemed possible. And
Wilton had engaged himself to an
other to her best friend. Kitty was
not a bad woman, but she meant to
fight for her own. She would win Wil
ton, cost what It might.
When, therefore, late on the day af
ter he had called on her, the maid an
nounced Tom Bowyer, who had never
been in her house before,) she sent
down1 word that she would receive
him.
Neither Wilton nor Bowyer was
aware that the other was In Clayton
when Bowyer called, nor did they
meet. .
to find
Kitty came downstairs,
Bowyer standing In the parlor, twirl
Ing his hat In his hands. There was
a singularly vulpine look on the red

tint she had almost conquered.
sav too, that having lost, she

if
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VICTOR ROUSSEAU
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(THWART K1D0 COMPANY

against him, and he got no thanks for
7
what he had done.
Big
Now Wilton had succeeded.
The following morning the Sentinel
Muskeg was conquered, and on the east
Phayre's paper came out with a
shore the vanguard of the line was cartoon showing a widow dropping her
driving the cleared way forward and mite into a bottomless pall marked
pegging out the way for the metals. "Missatibl," which boiled over a slow
Soon grading would begin. Wilton's fire of wheat stalks.
camp would shrink, and the engines
Somebody had betrayed the secret,
would be moved ahead, and he would thus forewarning Bowyer and enabling
him to open his campaign to deride It.
have time to think.
He dreaded that. He had not seen But Wilton would not open his mind
Molly or the factor since that night to suspicion.
He took counsel with Jim Betts.
He knew that
of the subsidence.
Bowyer had paid more than one visit The old man was frankly pessimistic.
to the store, but he shrugged his
"It looks to me," he ruminated, "as
shoulders and put It out of his mind. If them two snakes'll get the line.
The workmen, after their months Joe must have been mad, or mighty
of arduous labor, had begun to grow hard put, when he hypothecated them
lack. There was restiveness in the shares." He turned to Wilton, "What
camp. Once or twice Wilton had seen d'ye want to worry about it for, any
signs of liquor. He detected It In the way?" he asked. "If Joe took a chance
slowing up of work ; he had smelled It like Uiat, he couldn't have felt too
In the bunkhouses
the penetrating strong about It."
He laid his hand on Wilton's
odor of cheap alcohol, with its sugges
shoulder.
"Whisky's good," he said
tion of gasoline.
Andersen, forestalling him, came to In his odd way. "So's ginger pop.
him about the time of this discovery, But the mixture's h 11. So's women
t
"They're getting that
again, and business, boy. I'd help ye with
Mr. Carruthers," he said. "I don't that loan If I could see my way. But
know where.
I'm keeping my eyes I can't. I've been stung too bad already, and I've got a grandson to
peeled, but I ain't said nothing."
"The best policy," said Wilton. "The look after. Te'd better make terms
men have worked hard. When this Job's with Phayre."
This was one of the worst blows
finished we'll let them slack up for
a day or two. Then we'll get down that had fallen. If Betts had lost
to business on this proposition.
But faith, who would have kept It? He
If you find out anything let me know understood the allusion to Kitty. Betts
thought he was In love with her. Then
at once."
A few days later came the spanning so must other people.
He was due at the court that day,
of the swamp. On the same afternpou
The half
gave his evidence.
and
a summons came from the court, to
gether with a letter from Qualn. The breeds received each six months In
police had at last picked up I'apillon the penitentiary a light sentence, on
Afterward
the jury's recommendation.
and l'assepartout, and had recovered
the rifle and transit compass. Wilton Wilton had a talk with Quoin.
The two men had sullenly refused
was wanted In Clayton to give evi
to give any reason for their flight. If
dence against the men.
The call was opportune. Wilton had the outlaw Hncfeett had advised them,
already determined to put Into execu they did not put in that plea.
The jury had believed that one of
tion a plan that he had formed.' It
was now October, and little more than them had accidentally shot Joe, and
two months remained before the loan that this had been the cause of their
So did Qualn, ap
That would give disappearance.
would be ' called.
parently.
Bowyer the control of the Missatibl.
"I'm afraid, Will, that we can't hope
Driven by the ironical realization that
he was working for Bowyer, Wilton for anything fresh upon that subject,'
had resolved to go to Clayton as soon he said.
This business done, Wilton went to
as the trestllng was. completed, and
try to raise the money to pay Phayre, see Kitty, swallowing his pride. After
who, he knew, would not renew the all, It. was for Joe that he was plead
ing. "Kitty received him In the old
note.
Big Muskeg was spanned. And, on friendly manner, with a touch of rethe strength of that, Wilton believed serve that should have put him on his
the tlmd iiad come to give Joe's secret guard.. But he began eagerly, v
'Kitty ," he satd, "yofl knowwe'ver
to 'the world. He wtould publish far
,
and wldeN the secret of the wheat crossed the Muskeg."
Then Kitty showed her claws.
lands. He would establish sufficient
"I was so glad when I heard of It,
confidence In the line to make the
Will," she said. "You've been trying
raising of a loan a possibility.
Before leaving he placed a night to do that all the summer, haven't
.
guard on duty over the office, and ar- you?"
"Whyyes, of course," said Wilton,
ranged with Andersen to have three
or four reliable men on watch In the looking at her in astonishment
She put her hand on his arm with a
vent of the laborers attempting to
cross the portage. He went to Clayton caressing gesture. "Do tell me what
and laid his statement before a di- a muskeg Is, Will," she said. "I've
rectors' meeting. .They heard him In heard you speak of It so often,' and I
can never remember the meaning of
frigid silence.
"That's an old story," said Curtis, those words."
And with that the last of Wilton's
when he had
the
Illusions fell from him, leaving him
finished.
face to face with stark reality. He
An angry wrangle followed, which
led nowhere. They flatly refused to faced Kitty very gently.
"Kitty, listen to me now," he said.
spend any money on advertising. AH
the while, Phayre, leaning back In his Tve been In this game for Joe and
chair, looked on .and took no part In for you. When Joe died I saw that
we'd have to fight hard to keep the
the proceedings.
"It comes to this," said Curtis final- line. I saw a lot of money In It, later,
ly, thumping the ' table energetically. and meanwhile you'd have enough to
live on, so that we could use your
capital and your control to carry out
Joe's plans."
"Yes, Will, said Kitty, with the
air of one who listens wearily to a
CHAPTER

IX

Continued.

11

rot-gu-

i

,

t,

4

.

lesson.

"Joe's borrowing on those shares has
changed everything. The loan has to
be repaid before the year Is out If
It Isn't you lose the line. They'll
wreck It, and they'll wreck your fortune, and that of the other investors.
Then thev'U reconstruct. When the
line has ceased to have any value at
all, Bowyer and Phayre will have a
new line of their own. Do you understand?"

'

to, Will," said Kitty.
"But what do you want me to do?"
"I'm proposing this for your sake,
Kitty. If you sell your property In
Winnipeg you can raise three or four
hundred thousand. I believe I could
That will meet
borrow the rest.
Phayre's loan, and you'll hold the line.
It's the only 'way, because no bank
would lend you money on the rest
pf your shares now, after Bowyer's
campaign against us. And he's made
the most of the subsidence. ' It's
what I'm suggesting. But
speculative
Joe would have done it. And In a
few years It'll mean millions."
"Are you sure, Will?" asked Kitty,
eagerly.
"Not sure, Kitty, but nearly sure."
"Will, you are Joe's executor. Do
you advise me to take that risk?"
"No!" said Wilton sharply.
"But you Just said "
"As Joe's executor, I can't It's not
An executor dares
sound business.
not advise throwing away a certainty
for a speculation. As Joe's executor

Tm trying

it '7W
"That's an Old Story," 6ald Curtis,
'

th
Finished.

'

'

When

TÍ?

rcM

He Had

"We'll have to Increase onr capital.
The delay has eaten Into our reserves.
We'll have to push straight toward

our objective, the Transcontinental.
Then we'll have the monopoly of a
steady freighting business." .
He could not get them to listen to
the story of the wheat lands. Wilton
wanted to advertise It widely, to open
It up to homesteaders. He had plana
for elevators. But the directors, who
resented Kitty's control, war Atad

nol"
"Then why did you advise me to?"
asked Kitty Innocently.
"Because I thought you cared for
the line, Kitty. Because I thought

yoa snared Joe's dream for the future

of the Missatibl. I thought that, even
If you lost, you'd have your house
here, and your forty thousand, and
youd feel that you'd done what Joe
would have wanted. As your executor
I say, sell out to Phayre before it's
too late. At least at least"
He could get no further. Kitty looked
up into his face. "Will, I know how
you feel," she said softly.
"I'm so
sorry.
I've done what you wanted,
Will. But I haven't done It for Joe.
I've done It for you. "Will, you've
made your own obstacles.
You've
never understood me. It's you I want
to help; It's you I want my money
'
for, Will." ,
Afterward Wilton could not Imagine
how he had found strength to resist
her. With Molly lost, Jim Betts him
self counseling surrender, and Kitty
caring nothing for the line, why did
he not let It go? In that black hour
the temptation of her presence, the
human love that was his for the tak
Ing, screamed their weak counsel In
his ears.
It may have been the fiber of Puritan
ancestors, or simply the inborn Instinct
to fight to the end, that gave him his
strength. But he did not know how
he left her till he found himself In the

' ' '
street.
He went to the bank, the last place,
and the last, hopeless effort fore
doomed to failure. He went Into
Phayre's office.
"Good morning, Mr. parruthers,"
said the president. "What can I do for
your
"Big Muskeg's bridged," said Wil
ton. "That should send up the value of
the shares. I suggest that you renew
Mr. Bostock's loan when It falls due.'
"My dear Mr. Carruthers, that's a
,
queer proposition to make to me!"
said Phayre. "You're not a simple
ton. Need I say anything more?"
"You know the collateral is good,
"Good? It's splendid! I only wish
all our paper was as reliable."
"Well? Other banks may think the
same "
"But they won't" said Phayre, smll
Ing. "In ten years, when those wheat
lands are In bearing, this will be the
Only,
newest granary of Canada.
they don't know It"
"How do you know It, then?"
Phayre chuckled and began to drum
his fingers on the desk. .
"You pledged your word to the dl
rectors," he answered.
"Of course,
there were rumors of It before. But
your word Is good enough for me, Mr,
Carruthers. Pm a booster for Claytbn.
I believe In those wheat fields and
I'm going to have them. Better throw
up your Job, Carruthers, and take one
with us. What do you say? "
"I'm going back to work for you and
Mr. Bowyer right away," said Wilton,
"At least I guess It looks like coming
to that. But I've got my job to finish
and I'm going to do It"

CHAPTER

X

-

The Abysmal Depths.
Molly did not see Bowyer for two
months after Kitty's departure. His
next visit was as unexpected as all of
his. It was In the afternoon, and the
girl came back from a walk along the
shore to see him seated In the store,
sleek, red, and
and her
father standing beside him, with that
look of awful fear on his face. She
had a momentary Impression as If the
factor stood up like a well man; but
as she entered, the right leg went
dragging under him, and the arm fell
limp at hs side.
"How d'ye do, Miss McDonald I"
called Bowyer. "I Just dropped In to
have a chat with the factor In passing.
Big things happening here, eh? The
Missatibi's mighty slow In crossing
k
Big Muskeg."
Molly flamed at Ihe Insult to Wilton.
She looked at her father, and the expression on his face went to her heart
She turned swiftly to Bowyer.
"I don't want you to come here
again," she said.
He started up, spluttering. "We don't
want you," she continued. "And we
won't be persecuted by you. There's
law In this country."
He burst into mocking laughter.
"You never spoke a truer word, Miss
McDonald!" he cried. "I came here

as a friend."
"You can go as an enemy 1" she re
torted. "And you can go now. And
remember there are men about here
who can use a whip !"
' He glared at her, but went without
a word, and Molly ran to the factor.
"He's torturing you!" she sobbed. "I
don't know what his power over you
Is, but he mustn't come here again!"
A few days later Bowyer went In to
Clayton and, by chance, his visit coin-

Better in All
Her Ufe

Thousands of frail, nervous people
and convalescents everywhere have
testified to the remarkable power of
Tanlac in bringing back their health,
strength, and working efficiency. It
seems to quickly invigorate the constitution and Is a powerful foe of
Mrs. Mary Choklat, 1415
weakness.
N. Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif.,

says:
"Before I took Tanlac, I was so
weak I had to be helped from one
room to another. My nerves were
shattered and my digestion so poor I
was almost afraid to eat anything,
but now I am in perfect health and
will always be grateful to Tanlac."
There is not a single portion of the
body that Is not benefited by the
helpful action of Tanlac. It enables
the stomach to turn the food Into
healthy blood, bone and muscle, purifies the system and helps you back
to normal weight. Get a bottle today
at any good druggist. Advertisement.

Harrison 8hepard.
Elgin, Tenn. "I can say that Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and
the Pleasant Pelleta have been the means
of restoring my health. I was weak and
naa such headaches, and my
kidneys were out of order. It was a mis- ery for me to walk around. I began tak-ing the 'Golden Medical Discovery" and
the 'Pleasant Pellets' and they put me on
the road to good health right away. 1
want to speak a good word for Dr.
Pierce's remedies to all sufferers."
Harrison Shepard, R. F. D. 1, Box 18.
Start right by obtaining this 'Disoor- ery at once from your neighborhood
druggist in tablets or liquid, or write to
Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel in Buffalo,
N. Y., for free medical advice.
run-dow- n,

j
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Autos Increase In Belgium.
'Belgium's Increase In automobiles
The Greatest Opportunity.
since the war has been almost 100 per
A little child Is always a sacred
cent, and now there Is one automobile charge, and there Is no greater oppor-tunit- v
for every 230 Inhabitants.
than to direct a young mind
through wholesome growth to a realiza
tion of the abundance of life.
SHE DYED A SWEATER,

Sure Relief

WITH "DIAMOND DYES"

FOR INDIGESTION

Diamond Dyes" con.
""J
dye or tint her worn, shabby dresses,
aVira waiata ntintm afrwVmffR. sweaters.
coverings, draperies, hangings, everything,
even if she has never dyea before. Buy
no other Kina men
Diamond lores
perfect home dyeing is sure because Diamond Dyes are guaranteed not to spot,
fade, streak, or run. Tell your druggist
whether the material you wish to dye is
wool or silk, or whetherit is linen, cotton
or mixed goods. Advertisement.
Each package of

VaUU
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.V,

HUÍ")

DV

HUCW

6 Bellans
Hot water
Sure Relief
25$ and 75$ Packages, Everywhere

Happy.
"That old fellow says he is not lonely
any more. ;
"Got a wife?"
"Got a radio set." Louisville
Courier-Jo-

urnal.

Say "Bayer" and Insist!
In

,7

BEACH IN KVKRV BOX
"RRBMOLA" It a, niedloated snow whlt eream
that does woDdera for the complexión. ABettioTel
pimples, eowma.ete, wncder-fu- l
tan.
FEBH BOOKLHT
laoe bWh. Mali
off, e. H. BERRY CO., ivn WkMpn veiwe. CHICA08

Ilk

Kitty Came Downstairs, to Find Bow

yer

the Parlor.

doing hit bete to conserve your
Interest, syeari
concentration on
one line count for
something. .

laboratory
The Cutter ihút
Knvwt Hue
uTh Lritrturj

Berkeley

QiCcZuití

At Bridge.
"Mr. Flubdub never makes It any
thing but clubs."
"A result of the golf habit."

California

(U.S. License)

HO DYE 1

reator

hair

gray or
to orig

color, aou'l aee
dre It'a danffe
Gel a bottle of

Hair Color Restorer Safe ae water
apply It ana wetca resniin. At mn guuu urutjitiBw,
ISO, or direct from HZUIC-EIXI

Too Much.

,

quarrels. But it's lasted." His face
grew red. "I went there," he said
thickly. "She wouldn't have anythltfc
to say to me. Ordered me off the

"Cutter's"

Serums md Viccinuhcia

VETER1I1ARIA1!

She asked him to sit down, Tm
pleased to see you, Mr. Bowyer," she
said. "It was very good of you to
v
call."
Bowyer uttered a short laugh. Tm
not a calling man, Mrs. Bostock," he
said, "and the ladles don't like me.
They know too much about me."
"That's' very poor taste on their
Unless yoa see the name "Bayer" on
part," said Kitty.
package or on tablets you are not get
"That's as may be. I came here on ting the genuine Bayer product prebusiness."
scribed by physicians over twenty-tw- o
Tm glad to see you on business, years and proved safe by millions for
then," said Kitty.
Headache
Colds
Bowyer looked at her In admira
Lumbago
Toothache
tion.
"I see we understand each
Rheumatism
Earache
other," he said. "That's what I like.
Pain, Pain
Neuralgia
You ought to have been a man. Not
Accept "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin"
but what you'd have been spoiled If
you had been," he added, with a clumsy only. Each unbroken package contains
'
proper directions. Handy boxes of
effort at a compliment
"Now I twelve tablets cost few cents. Drug
Kitty laughed outright
know you have come to get something,"
gists also sell bottles of 24 and .100.
Asperln la the trade mark of Bayer
she said.
"Not exactly. We've fixed things Manufacture of Monoacetlcacldester oí
so that you'll be able to pull out about Sallcyllcacld.
Advertisement.
Christmas with your full Investment
But suppose Carruthers makes trouble?
Through.
Remember, you've done what you did
"That saxaphone player does things
for his sake as well as your own. You with an air."
want to help fcUn go into a more reMurders it!"
"He certalnIydoes!
munerative investment You know that
little affair of his w off?"
Important to Mother
' She started violently, and Bowyer
Eismlne carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA.
that famous old remedy
did not need to await her answer.
"That's what I cams to tell you," for Infants and children, and see that it
"So I ko.ow we can
he went on.
count on you to smooth things over If Signature
Carruthers begins to wonde. ' Ypu'rt In Use for Over 80 Years.
stanch, then?"
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

"You can count on me, Mr. Bwwyer,"
answered Kitty, loathing herseli and
him. "But how about yourself? I understand from you that you were going
slow. I hope you're not going to
'
slow?"
"Pm going to speed things up soon,"
frowning.
"What's
he answered,
happened, helps things along. I don't
know what the trouble was. I thought
at first It was one of those lover's

Uses

IF YOUR

face. For an instant Kitty shuddered
Inwardly. Her passion for Wilton was
taking her Into unrellshed companion- -

-

í

1

""it.

ASDinn

"What makes Flubdub so grouchy?"
"All this glad stuff by current writers."

N
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place."
Bowyer leaned forward confidential
ly. "See here, Mrs. Bostock," he said.
I
If I get her out of the way-l- f
guarantee that Will Carruthers and
she won't meet again, how'll that suit
you?" '
"You've changed your mind about

cided with Wilton's.
When Wilton left her house, Kitty
sank down Into a chair, clasping and marrying?"
unclasping her fingers nervously. The
Maybe yes. Maybe no. Tm not a
first time when Wilton had repulsed marrying man. Nobody la. It's generalher, she had been too humiliated and ly an accident or a trap. But I can
to bear him resenconscience-strickepromise you there'll be no trouble from
tment Her visit to Molly had been a that quarter. Also, that she'll be oof
sudden evil Impulse, which, when done, of the district before winter.
(TO BB CONTINUED.)
she had attempted to Justify.
She had, of course, succeeded.
Foresight
Gradually she had begun to look upon
Mrs. Wisely (to maid) Horry, Li
herself as a deeply wronged woman.
When a womnn loves, lov Is Its own tie I Hurry I Take the parrot lnt
justification for acts done In Its name. another room. Mr. Wisely has Just
On the second occasion or ner aa-- , lost hla collar trate)
n
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Mosquero Abstract and Title Company
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ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY- ON ALL
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.
'

Insurance of all kinds.
Special attention given to examining titles.

i

.

WHEREAS, in the year, 1916,
the Village of Roy was incorporated as a village under and pur
suant to the provisions of Chapter 117 of trie Session Laws of
1909 of the Territory of New
Mexico, which said chapter was

fames S. Christman
Driller and Contractor

Deep Holes a Specialty
.
Custom Plowing, Large Tracts
ROY. NEW MEXICO- -

v

Abstracts Abstracts Abstracts
We have the only complete tract Jndex to the JHarding
County Records.
We have an experienced abstracter in charge of our
business.
We give our entire, time and attention to the abstract
business.-.-

-

pur abstracts are. approved

by all loan companies oper--

ing ia Harding County.

We can furnish abstracts promptly, and

charge.

V.

at a reasonable

-
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Harding : County Abstract. Co.
V

'

A RESOLUTION TO ORGAN
IZE THE INCORPORATED
VILLAGE OF ROY OF THE
HARDING,
OF
COUNTY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
AS AN INCORPORATED
TOWN PROVIDING IT HAS
OF AT
A POPULATION
LEAST FIVE HUNDRER,
AND AUTHORIZE THE TAK
ING OF A CENSUS TO DETERMINE THE

;

Conveyances.
Mosquero, New Mexico.

,

matter at the post office in 'Roy, N. M.
Registered August 27, 1912.

s

second-clas-

N

N

INCORPORATED AND BONDED
Mosquero,
New Mexico.
!

-

.

''itf '&u'-i"--

therefore incorporated into the
code of 1915 of the State of New
Mexico as Sections 3764 to 3778,
inclusive, thereof, and it ever
since has been and now is a duly
and legally incorporated village
under and pursuant to the laws
under which it was incorporated.
AND, WHEREAS, the fourth
regular session of the legislature
of the State of New Mexico,Jon
the 25th day of February, 1919,
enacted Chapter 7 of the Session
Laws of 1919 of the. State of
New Mexico, entitled "An Act
Conferring Additional Powers on
Villages Having a population ol
Five Hundred or More," which
provides that villages having a
population of at least five hundred may organize as incorporated towns.

AND. WHEREAS, the Board
of Trustees of the Village of Roy
believes that the said village has
a population greatly in excess of
f;ve hundred and they desire to
organize the said village as an
incorporated town.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT
ÍRESOLVED by the Board of
Trusteeá of the Village of, Roy
that a census be taken in duplicate of the actual residents of
such village Jo determine the
population of the said village
AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That W. G. Johnson be and he hereby is appointed to take the said census.
AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That if the said census shall determine that the Vill
age of Roy has a population of
at least' five hundred that the
same shall be approved by a final resolution of the Board of
Trustees, and one 'copy of the
said census together with one
copy of the said resolution shall
be filed and preserved in the office of the county clerk of the
Harding County, State of New

F. N. Coldiron spent a few
days with his family . east of
'town. Mr. Coldiron has a cood
position at Raton with the Santa
Fe.

fair may seemquite disturbed

by shivery shrieks of gamddlling goblins
on Halowe'en, still never yet have such
noises een known to spoil their taste for

sweets found in candy.
Creamy centered candies made

.

Fair-vie- w

Pharmacy 1eadquarters for sweefi
in Ttoy are packed in these fancy boxes.
Í

Sweets for tse kiddies, in hard candies,

pure, wholesome and healthful.
"

:

M. D. GIBBS Prop .

$5-8-

The work on the hisrh school
buildinp is progressing nicely
and each week sees tne walls
climbing upward and upward
and in a few weeks it will be
'
ready for the roof .
The Spanish American force re
ceived two, boxes of fine apples
from Mr. H. S. McEndarfer of
the Miami orchards last Thursday and which are highly appreciated by the' force. Mr. McEndarfer is one of the large
apple raisers of the state and his
line fruit is probably better
Known on this mesa than
fruit in New Mexico. Mr.
McEndarfer sells a large portion
of his apples to the people of
the mesa for they always know
frhere to go to get the best that
is raised anywhere.
any-oth-

forma.

er

''

City

$1887

6

E. B. Morford. has purchased
a fine, fat hog from C. C. Moore.
Ira Vxds has been gathering
corn for A. W, Drake this week.
Mrs. C G Moore has been on
the sick list for some time. Dr.
Daniels was called Wednesday,
but Mrs. Moore at present writing is not much better.
J. C. Lloyd's house and barn
caught finer Wednesday-- night
about midnight and was completely destroyed. Mrs. Lloyd
was at home alone at the time.
Practically nothing was ' saved
The exact cause of the firehas
not been ascertained at present
"

writing, v
Oscar Murphy was a; Roy" visitor Thursday .
.
Miss Mary Woods spent Tues
day night with Miss Hazel
of Mosquero.
:

De-Fre- es

Lloyd Morford and C. C. Moore
made a business trip to Roy

Thursday.

,

Com-misssion-

State

County

on

the 30th

Arthur Lanfor and Fay LamW. L. Duim was in from mon, all of Kephart, New Mexhis ranch near Kephart last ico.
'
week.
.H. H. Errett,,
Register.
Everybody is going to the big
barbecue in Roy next Saturday;
Don't forget the big Masqueplenty of barbecue for every rade Ball which will be given
body and then speaking, good old Hallowe'en eve at the Lucero
democratic speaking both after- - Hall by the Ladies Auxiliary?. A
good time promised everybody.
noon and night.

SI4-NE1-

$49.12

$818

$17.80

Highway

Education
$35.82

$18-2-

Mr. Hinkle has been traveling all over the

state telling

the people that if elected Governor he will cut down taxes;
What the people of the state now demand to know is

WHERE WILL
HINKLE CUT?
tenths of the state's

Nine

$3-8-

is spent for purposes

6

required to be done by the constitution.

The

$18-8-

7
'

.

Mr. Hinkle knows

for the cities is entirely under the control

...

...

of the people of the cities and
knows

Mr. Hinkle

their commission.

that as Governor he can not reduce this. No we but

the city authorities can cat this tax.
The 13.04 for the counties is entirely under ceati'd of

the people of the counties and their commissioners. Mr.
Hinkle knows that as Governor he can not reduce this.. .No
one but the county authorities can cut this tax

The $13 11 for highways, with twice that

...... the

ished by the government, is spent by

aaaot ton

Highway

Com- .

v

missieners with federal approval, and by. the county commissioners. Mr Hinkle knows that as Governor be can
not reduce this without repudiating the

state obligaion and

forfeiting theFederal Allotments for New Mexico.
The

.institutions.
boards.

is for education, including the educational

$49-1-

Most of it is under the control

Mr. Hinkle knows

of the local

that as Governor he can not

re-

duce this- -

No one but the local boards and commissioners

can cut this

tax.

A small part, about $3 . 00 out of each $100 in taxes gees
to educational institutions.

Mr. Hinkle as Governor could

veto this $3. 001 That is about the extent of a governor's pow

er to cut taxes- -

Is;

this what he is talking about .

mm.

The

'

people of New Mexico wish to know

WILL

BANK FAILURE COMPARED organized.
The democratic campaign

com-

mittee and candidates are pointing to the failure of the Santa Fe
Band as a reason for supporting
the democratic ticket.
What are the facts?
The bank did fail
It remained closed for a few
.

weeks.
Under the guidance of republican officials it was reorganiz
ed and opened.
The depositors did not lose.
The state did not lose a cent.
The bank is open today, doing
absolutely solvent.
4
Section 7, business and
compare with
How,
does
that
Township 18 N. Range 26 E.
First State
of.
the
failure
the
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
Las
Cruces?
Bank
at
notice of intention to make Final
The democrats were in power,
Three Year Proof, to. establish
was Governor. The
McDonald
claim to the land above described, before F. II. Foster, U. S. records at the State House show
Comissioner, at his office at Roy that McDonald was appraised of
New Mexico, on the 28th day of the bank's condition long before
it closed.
October, 1922.
That bank failed.
Claimant names as witnesses:
It remained closed forever.
D. P. Upton, W. S. Arnold,
Nothing was done by demolecpoldo Andrada and Sam
officials to alleviate the
cratic
Mexico.
Tyler all of Solano, New
condition.
.
II. II. Errett,
' "
or re
It was never
Register.
NI2-SE1-

$13.61

$13.04

follows:

y,

Mexico,
day of October. 1922.

Education

In the counties outside of the cities, the division is as

E,

at Roy, New

Highway

County

that as Governor he can not reduce this.

BRADLEY

Miss Cora Hazen and sonjspent
the day with Mrs. Moore Wednes
'
day.
Mrs. Belle Morford spent the
day with Mrs. C. C. Moore Thurs
day.
Frank Smith was a business
visitor in Mosquero Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cory were
Mosquero visitors Wednesday.
Niels Lindgren has been on
the sick list for the past week. .
Charley Woods and family
moved to the Mark Woods home
Saturday, where they will live
winter.
this
Mexico, and the other copy" there
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morford
of shall be preserved in the re- visited with Mrs. Belle Morford
cords of the Village of Roy, and Sunday.
the said Village of Roy thereNeils Lindgren called on Donupon immediately be and become ald Moore Sunday.
an incorporated town with all
Ray Hazen spent Saturday
the powers and privileges grant- night .and Sunday with E. ,B.
ed by law to incorporated towns. Morford.
........
Dated, at Roy, New Mexico,
Adam Troup stayed a few
this 2nd day of October, 1922.
days at the Murphy home to take
M. D. Gibbs,
care of things while Mr. and
'
. Mayor.
Mrs. Murphy went to the orSEAL
chard this week.
.ATTEST: Frank L. Schultz,
Mrs. Bell Morford and son
Village Clerk.
Loyd and Mr. and Mrs Frank
28-- 4
Morford called at the Moore
home Sunday afternoon.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Ira Woods has bought some
Department of the Interior
pigs from Sanger's.
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton
New Mexico.
NOTICE .FOR PUBLICATION
September 14, 1922.
Department of the Interior
NOTICE is hereby given that U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton,
Arreta L. Lammon, of Kephart, New Mexico.
N. M., who on August 24, 1920,
September 19th, 1922 .
made Homestead Entry, No. NOTICE is hereby given 'that
026,804, for SV4, Section 22, Annie E. Upton, of Solano,
Township 23N, Range 28E, N. ounty,
New Mexico, who,
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice on September 11th, 1918, made
of intention to make Three Year Additional Homestead Entry,
Proof, to establish claim to the No. 025,451, for SE-Sland above described, í before Section 12, Township 18, N. R.
Judge F. H. Foster, U.S.
25 E., SWVl-SWtNia-SClaimant names as witnesses :
Jay Lammon, Harry Lammon,

Paul and Loui3 Dohrman left
Wednesday morning for Califor- -'
nia where they expect to make
their fortune.' The boys are
both good workers and expec to
geet good positions in tlie western state. The S. A, will keep
them informed of the doings of
the mesa while they are in Cali- -

State

Harding-C-

'.

Fairview Pharmacy- The Roy Dru& Store

in taxes is devided as follows on the average:

-

,

Ladies

In the 31 County Seats of New Mexico each $100 paid

. The depositors never received
a cent

Compare

that democratic blow

up with the failure of the Santa
Fe Bank, and then read the democratic political advertieementa
again.
Adv.
. The Ladies Auxiliary have decided to not make their dance a
Masquerade dance on the evening of October 31 ; but just a
straight Hallowe'en dance. Ev
erybody invited. A good time
assured for everybody.

4,

.

ed

FOR SALE OR TRADE
A fine six lid Steel Range with
reservoir and warming closet;
all nickle plated trimmings', has
been used only six months ; good
as new, cost $106. Will take
car in on trade or will sell for
cash cheap. Also one full
bed stead; 112 inch brass
posts ; cost $20, same as new and.
it goes for $8.00. Call , write or
see, S. R. Crouse just south of
Mills, New Mexico. ' 284-N.-
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Saturday, October 28, 1922.

Roy, Harding County, New Mexico,
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Figures
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Spanish-America-

ELECTION

1

PROCLAMATION.

ROY SCHOOL NOTE3

at Albert

8

Precinct ;No

;
Precinct N6 9 at David school
Public notice isVhereby' given
'
;
hoüse.
1977
paragtaph
to
pursuant
that
10 at Juan; Vigil
No.
Precinct
of the compiled laws of 1915 a
í
general election for the selection Residence.
o
lower
.:
11
at
,
No
Precinct
of State and County of ficers will
''.'.; 'V. Y
school
house.
on
be held in Harding County
Precinct Nb. 12 at Gallegos
the Tuesday, next after the; first
Monday in : Movember 1922, School House. .
K Precinct No. 13 at Alamosa
which date of said election is
school housé .
at
t j
;
1922
and
.that
7th
Precinct No. 14 at Felix Hensaid election all qualified votéis
their derson Residence.
will be entitled to vote-fo- r
: Precinct ' No. 15 at, Cone
named
following
the
choice for
'; ' "
'
'
House. ,
' '
School
.' ,
officers, viz:
, '.
'
Precinct No. 16 at William
Umted States, Senate; Stephen Maytum Residence."
represent New ' Mexico in the ,
Precinct 17 at Abbott school
United State Senate: Stephen' house.
,.:
B.: Davis, East Las Vegas, N.
No' . 18 at Salado
Precinct
Vegas,
Las
M. : A. A. Jones. E.
house.
N. :M,.í Dr. T. C. Rivera. Cha- - school
No. 19 at,, Sabino
'
Precinct
mita.'N.- Mi...:
'..
school
house.
,
One representative to repre- :
Given' by the, order - of the
lower
in
the"
Mexico
New
sent
Board of County Commissioners
house of .Congress: Adelina of Harding County," New MexOtérorWarreñ, Santa Fe, N. M. ;
ico, this' the 2S day of October
John Morrow, Raton, N. Ml A
D:'i922.-'ADELINA-WARREJ
MRS
E: Moon Otto, Santa Fe, N. M.
Gallegos,'.
"
Republican Candidate for Repre
Governor of New Mexico: C.
.the"
Chairman
of.
Ear4 ;,.pf
sentative in Longmn .
L. Hill, Hill, N- M.;James F. County Commissioners.
"Z
"" " ""
Hinkle, Rosweli;; N. Mí;
'.'
ATTEST:
Smith, Estáncia, N. M.
Anderson,
Ernest
C.
.;.
M RS. QTE RQ WA B-- Ü v
Lieutenant Governor: Eufra- County Clerk,.. ,..
sio Gallegos, Gallegos. vN, ;M.;.
;"'
:
D.: D; Gregg; Columbus, N M; I PROCLAMATIONREN'S EQUIPMENTS joae'E.
,MPendarjes,
Nv
í
Báca,
OF, ELECTIONS

S

v

1

th

tCÍlI

Mr. Hinkle has piratically completed hk campaign tour of
the state. He has made the same set speech in every county.
The same misquotations of tax figures which he started out with
in his first speech in Roswell a month ago have been repeated
everywhere he has gone. Regarding the "entire tax produce of
New Mexico." he says;
,
"Yon will be astounded to know just how tax condiions,
are . .When Governor McDonald went out of office the entire
tax produce of New Mexico, county, dty and state, was a little
' over 6 million dollars; in 1920, it was 13 million dollars in 192i
it was fifteen million dollars just catch that that increase
or two million last year, that means $45 per head per annum
for every person in New Mexico."

'.'"

produce in 1921 amount-

Mr. Hinkle's statement that the tax
ed to $45 per head from every person in the state is incorrect to
the extent of S15 pernead, 'latinar the; 1920 census figures 360,- 350 againt the total taxes levied for all purposes amounting to
10.970. 556.93. it is amarent that the per capita would be $30.44
as a matter of fact short tax collections bring this figure down
to about $25 or $30 less than Mr. Hinkle claims. '
His statement that tax produce amounting to $15,000,000 in
1921 is incorrect to the extent of over four million, dollars on the
amount levied, which was $10,970,556.93, and it is incorrect to the
extent of five and one half milloin m respect to the actual coiiec-iowhich was! less than nine árid one half million. .
,v
t.
Here is a certified copy of the actual levy, every levy of every
kind included;
...

'

Tax
Levies
State

$Year

Year

V1916

1921 ...

.
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school Monday:

"
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:
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.

taking-- .
The sixth Grade are
monthly tests in each- subject
"
this week .
Newton
with
game
The ball
of..
in
resulted
Friday
list
o
3 to 45 in favor of Newton.
in,
outdassed
were
our boys
,
size they showed greatspeed and
sure
that , .
endurance, and w? are
team
coaching
...
for
o
Kttta'
riH
"
agood
fas'r
make
wiU
they
work
teamv"''....
Mrs Chas flhyne ana mts m--;; rahjo were victors in the fourth
Wade room this Vefek,
no;.- -.
was
boy
,.!,,
tGt&h
Second
''A
,:. V
ticed on the ground trpng
blcVtt'v'á sack with'afholéí ih it,-Ori beation of County High Long Winded! I
; ,
School far Harding. County.
We, the Fifth..3radetave ma
u
o;i ?
t!toprovw
NeW'MeiicoV at the
i'i
resolution'
A
n new
...
ftave"
fAf
.4 uÁü
:r
..mnnikin
''"Town of.Roy.
TÜ
QUALIFIED -- ELEOr lmpFovea ro s grcai,
i
The fcJlówih'qu-estioñ'was--cMtTORS OFTHE COUNTY UF
t?
HARDING, STATE OF
asked in Hygeme; Vhdt:
í
'
" things effect búr-áii- é
Italtoft
NEW MEXICO.'
.:
ls hereby; 'given that Gos..ansyéred,. Nitrogetáni':
"':
Whereas, at a meetirig of 'the Oxygen.".: V , '
,'" ."; "
We dreHr. Black 'CaW ifan0' h
Bpárd'óf County Commissioners
(mí: í
HaVding
New
County,'
Jíexicft .WitcKes in'oyf 'drawing'"-tesaott'r- r
of
tó
held á. Mosquero, said ..County Monday, a itris neáríñ-Hotteoí ween.. ;l;-rti- and "'SUte, on the íth-da- y
ls
iMhe-sedon- a
October, 1922,;the Wa: sub-!
míttéd to said Board a Pétttióhl
aré working" on theip Hallo-T!
.
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;

,
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STÁTLMENT COMPARATIVE TAX LEVIES

Bl

.

.
an interesting program irmay
,
October 27th.
We have planted some emou..
and orange seeds in Agricultures
..
a .Íqa have a number of Ho-,wer seeds planted.
Aiireaand
Arhur Romero
j
Archuletta entered.
Earl Carver was absent irom

a:

V

a

accoumVof

The Seventh Grade, win

iso-vemb- er

,

,

.n''hafe

.

1

9nth on

lui..

Ocr

absent '.Friday"afternoon; oti
count pf. sickness.

,

:

,

Rotoenr entered theT:
23rd.

Monday

rba.Louis.

Mos-quer-

T

.

J..-.A'.- .

dad C; " Chacon, Albuquerque,
D ? Gv Bígsbefej Ktttinó,
bv
-'
One: Justi(fe4f tbiSupreme
''New Mexico R. if.
:

turt'cí

I

i

...

Jlit

Otero-Warr-

tw;

, ,

:

.

V

'.'9

en

x

'f'.n.
w

29.41
281,621.83
1,239,084.88
5,432,907.13 5,878,882,89 - 249.60
School
As thiscampaign drawá'tó'its
1,688,429 . Off 1,335,612 . 98,; 378.56
Roads
close the entire. argume,ntt Of. the MGriBrttóhrík)Vis,-,NcM31.89
860,455.74
1,508,620.46,
.1,148,164.72
Counties
M.-Mrs.
649,654.00." 382,079.80 ,142.79 opposition to thé election of
;267,574.70
Cities
Public
oí
v
Coihmis&ioner
Óié
to ''ConMiW
'V
451,861.38 ,,; 375,087.12
488.56
Specials
76,774.26
found to be in the fact that ihe tatods; :vFteaérick'MuJíeít:'Santa
- Féí Nt' M.fWetiniánaBaca,
;"' 'y
.
Total
4,856,817.57' 1070,556.93 .6,613,739.86 v46l.;iB0 is a wománr'"!'
NV'M ; Wi DK, Ber,.
Aside yrom;Míact jthai thlsj
K4 Tv:'Abbotti
Special tkxs are for specific purposes such as irrigation, sheep
trnrnan vntorft fif NíW ' MPXCÍ)
and cattle sanitary, etc.
"sn
eipreasnM opP I dilfó; AOuquerqutt N r
The percent of increase of State and County taxes is approx-imatd- y and a tadt
JlelnlicKbuqqerque,
siuon w equal suiiragv wiu vam tbhv 5ThiMi;.TSJ.
be
,
thewune.
Savage, uay- - ior 'th creation or J
Nv'M."
.may
women,
voters
rights for
Harding
'
said
School
Highrnaay uower iui.
for
-ac'd city léméé well consider
toad
Increased taxes due to increased school:,
Dél- - Couñty'ííS: be located" at Roy, " Matilda Tixier ia absent this
Hijano,rStatft'Aditor;
ÜJ'Mrsijí
WuáBficá'tíonff
"'
"
are, the ,
'
y ...
-.-.
.
Mexico imd;v-.'.'" .V"
' 4i'iav weekv
Nw
Juan
mt
-' gado, Santa;i0e,
bbi1warren
iorv.i)ngre3sioQai
;
VHEREAS; said Petition was
We, the second graders are
hereby certify that tie above is a true and, correct etate-'
by said Board working for? m-rrefully
and ;
.
'examined
r:
irrent as shown by the records in the office 'of the Státé Tax. ComCntani'-,Ni.-.Igan,
.Xi
'she
""It
"
been
.Spwh'Mfc
'
signihas.'
?ah'd
"contain
found to
the
&i'-is?(certificate of" attendance
missioners at Santa Fe, New Mexico;'-1.''estate Treasurer: -.- .. A. Mat- '' "vw v
an
'
has
of the auali- - month .
Albttoiuemue;.N. M7 J..vWv: tures' Of
bom
eai;'sufragfi,:
for
her ownta
;
Íbt Keonard, and
tied. electors, jjinciuaing
js-Van.I.JVhite.
)rQhtbitib.; $W its éttforcE!
,M.
Rinrintfer.-.
.;r:'.i.idi. U.joi mw .
ment. for educátiónal"advance- - mtrtñii
requireuienis
in ine bocotiu j;i aue iwui nut.
Superintndei?t
.State
mbst'practicaJh'kind
the
re-- Friday.' THEREFORE,
ynent of
on
NOW.'
Done at Santa Fe, New VIexico, tris 18th day of October, ;1922LwMeyJ
Maud
fífclntiücttení
. vTJw.,General History Class ia
Of the $1,239.084 . 88 levied and charged against the state
Ciáliíozo,' N 'M.; Jsabel,EckJes,
an
been both an advocate and
ready'
théT
vxnunissiguerb,
tsoaraiOJ,
M;TMrs:Hattie
$555,432. 53 is for state educational insitutions, leaving $683,652 active worker. It has been shown Silver CiljlKv
pf
European
.breatión'
of
question
thé
'
Period
lioinaa;
pf,
the
'
NVrM,,
hi?r
too for all state departments and expenses, including, penai, W3.- - that she led the long fight for Kimball. Estando.'
a County! 'High Schoó fmc, the tory.t( .The, first week ih $epti 'w
the'''!:C6pó
One niebiher.
t
fare, health rixid chariable institutions, interet! and "sihldngrf;uft4s health' and iubliewelfare in our
County
'. of Harding, and State ember we" begáh with hiáft'ió
:
atión C!bnimisslOIi: Pleasant A.
and several items which the state m teaUty pays xor the .counties. itate.
'Á
'Newx
Mexico, located at the"
of
,'.
'Period,
M!
:
Bonifáclo
NV
Hill: Esoánola.
m
The net ambünt of taxes going for State purpose "being 6 cents
During títe lasí six weeks Mrs.
Roy
of
"Jn said County and 000 years, B. C. (according to
N-i W'. Town
Mi
of the taxpayers dollar.
Warren has spoken to thousands R . Gree'n; Albuquerque, N
State, is hereby submitted to thé Kobinsóri'áDd;: Béasted.-)'.'- ' iWést
stone
Will Air., Hinkle please tell the people where--md
how he gets of people at public meetings in
representative from Hard electors of sad County said pro- says that man entered ,the
'
'
ite figures he quotes Does Mr. Hmkle cuestión the, correctness nearly every county in the state. in County, to the JNew juexico, position to be voted.upon by said age 00,000 years ago , No mat
is1-' right we1
In these addresses she has shown legislature: L.,H. Brock, Mos yoters in their respective Precin- tér Vhich 'auüth'ór'
of the certified figures of the State Tax Commission?
f
f
her possession of a sound, clear quero, .N: M. ; A. W: Drake, cts of said County, at the Gene- feel that we have covered ground
' "
knowledge of the great national Mosquero, N- ral Election to be held on the 7th rapidly this .term.
...
'
questions now pending, She has CountySheriff i F..M. Hüghes, day of November, 1922 .
The Eecbnd yfear Spanish dass
MR. HINKLE PLEASE ANSWER
shown her ability to deal with Solano; N. M, ; Ií. T. Sullivan, ' Said proposition shall be voted is learning the words of La Gol
those questions briefly, forceful-- y Mosquerd, N, M. ; John F. Gib- Upon at said election by seperate ondrina. We hope to" be ready
and convincingly. Shé hasdem son, Roy, N. M. ,'
ballot, and shall be in the follow- to sing it in the new auditorium- ;
ing language;
Mr. Hinkle, you have slated that the state's expenditures onstarted broad educational,
David
Probate Judge:
political
knowledgejof
ec
and
the
NOTICE
amount to 42 per cent of the total taxes paid.
Eafeal .. "Shall a County, High
Albrt, N.. M
ónomic history of the nation, Tixier,- Bueyeros, N .,M. '
School for the County of
AH
persons
knowing themsel,
The tax rolls, the tax receipts, and the amount of money ex power as á speaker. During and
Harding, State of New Meves indebted to the firm of S. E.r
Earl
County
Assessor:
pended by the state all show that the state's expenditures amount for years prior o this campaign
xico, be created at the Town
Paxton Gro., Co.' will pledse call
Roy, N . M ; L . W .
to 6 per cent of the taxes paid.
she has shown that she is as u
of Roy, said County and Sta-- f
i
;
make immediáte settlement. !i
ahd
N. M.
defatigafle worker. t i
te." '
;'
YciUian-emCounty Treasurer: Candelaat the E.. J. II.
Mr. Hinkle, please explain your 42 per cent.
For a County High School
What moré complete equip- rio Vigil, Bueyeros, N. M. ; A.
Roy office where I willinglad
at Roy, N.M. ."....,
ment for service in the Congiy-sto receipt you for your account.
F. Chavez, Albert, N. M.
We demand an answer.
Against ; a County High .. . Remember, this must.be done
could be required?
.
County School Superintendent
.
School at Roy, N . M
at once.
The women of New: Mexico MyraO. DeFrees,' Mosqueroy N.
REPUBLICAN PUBLICITY BUREAU
'
may vote for Mrs. Warren with M. ; Mrs! Chas. Cason, Mosquero S, E. Paxton,
Dated at Mosquero New' MeAdv. complete confidence that her N. M.
Manágér. '" " a! "' "
County Clerk: J.' H. Cráne, xico, on the 5th day of October,
work, her position upon public
1922
Roy Wood, manager of the question, her capacity to produce Cone,;N. M.; Homer D. Hol- BOARD OF COUNTY COMMIS. .
Have you tried a box of
results will vindicate the right mes, Roy, N. M.
Whitman's Chocolates? If not, Wood Motor Co., is seriously ill of
women not only to vote but to . . Three County Commission- SIONERS OF HARDING COUyou should, at Flcorsheim's store at the Plumlee Hospital. As we
take an active and a ; ieading ers : District No, .1., Andres NTY, . NEW MEXICO
'E.F. Gallegos,
go to press Friday he is some part in the government of this G . Trujillo, Solano, N . M. ; D .
Mrs. F. A. .Roy attended the
Chairman.
;
Dis;
N."
M.
Roy,
Martinez,'
M.
nation.
',.
funeral of Mr. Nestor de Baca what better.
(SEAL)
Brj
Hyder,
2.;
R.
C.
No.
trict
The men of New Mexico may
V
:
at Bueyeros last Wednesday.
ATTEST:
N. M.'; S. B. Oliver,
vote for Mrs. Warren with comVOTE FOR THE HARDING plete
Cí Ernest Anderson" ,
N.' M.; District No.. 3,
confidence that she will
'
'
Miss D. P. Walker who has COUNTY
Clerk.
HIGH
SCHOOL give to her congressional duties Juan M. Baca, Dellaven, N . M.;
, .
been visiing relatives in TennDates at this office
R. Lopez,
Ci de Baca; Rosebud, N. M. By
essee for several months return- THEY ALL ARE GOING TO? earnest efforts', sound judge- Luis
Deputy.
no:ice
give
is
to
further
This
ment and capacity to meet on
SO WHY NOT YOU.
ed home Saturday,
equal terms' every responsibility by proclamation that the above
are the names of the candidr te,s NOTICE FOR PUBLICATI0N4- that will devolve upon her.
for each of the said offices to Department'of the Interior,
U, S. LAND, OFFICE at Clay
nd
UNDERTAKER
be filled at said election,
Lester Floersheim made a hur the same' are on file in the of ' xe ton, New Mexico, Oct. 12, 1922.
And
ry up trip to French Tuesday of the County 'Clerk, together
NOTICE is hereby given that
LICENSED EMBALMER
evening.'
with the Post. Office address of Albert T.'. CasodOa of RoyHard-in- g Full line of. Caskets always on
If I ifairimKmaumMmmimiim
County, New .Mexico, who,
;
.
each .candidate.
hand, also suits and dresses.
It if ' iirthe'r proclaimed and on October, 5th, 1918,. made Calls answered day or night
Homestead Application, Number
ordereu that the polls in
Phone No. 58
026232, for SE-SSec. 8.
County
Harding
place"
of
voting
IT'S TOASTED
Foster Blk.
Roy, N. Mex.
Í,
SEVfc
to be." openad for vc ting from 9
ona extra process
i,
Sec. 17, TownA.M. of said date until 6 P. M,, NEH.
which gives a
ship
N. Range 25 E, N.M. P.
ATTENTION FARMERS
the
are
of which the following
'
'
Meridian, has filed noticé of indelicious flavor
places of voting, viz:
Dairy'catte have advanced
Precinct No. 1 at the Court tention t.o make . Final Three
Proof,
Years
to
establish
claim
50
in the corn belt in six
M.
Mosquero,
N.
House,
NC
'EMBER 7th
ON
months-- . If you need dairy
Precinct No. 2 at the 'S)l:no to the land above described, be
fore F. ..H. J'pster, U. S. Comcalves of any breed, especiaSchool House, Solano, N. M.
"'NEW SPANISH AMERICAN IUME
Precinct No 3 at F. H. Fos- missioner pf. his office at Roy. lly Guernsey, or big type
New Mfif ico, on the 25 day of
Poland China Hogs, or any
ter's office', Roy, N. M.
.
1922.
November,
other breed of stock, write
IS GIVING IT? '
.
N.
M.
4
Mills.
No.
Precinct
Claimaxit r.ames as witnesses :
me for prices and full partiat school house.
THE METHODIST LADIES MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Precinct No. 5 at Ke hart Harry Stafford, Thomas Sans- - culars.
bury, J.MI. cansbury and Hiiro
WHERE CAN YOU BEAT IT?
JUST THINK OF IT
School House.
Roy, New Mexico.
L. Mv Wagner,
Precipe
EAT YOUR DINNER WITH THE METHODIST LADIES
No. 6 at ,Dehaven Gomez, ail
II. H. Errett,
R. 0.
'DAY.
ELECTION
Jecup, Iowa.
ON
school house.
..
Register. .".
' Fricinct No. 7 at Bradley
28-- 4
.'
school house.,
, 957,463.05
;
1,554,024
325,816.10
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BIG CHICKEN DINNER
And only 5 cents
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Mills, N.M.
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Saturday, October 28, 1922.

The Bpanish American, Roy, Harding County, New ftlexico.
ORDINANCE NUMBER 26 " i

MILLS AND VICINITY

-

An ordinance levying a tax
Miss Jtesda Unssle .is a new
pupil in high school this, week. upon the taxable pi'operty ói the
Mrs. Wayne Appleate .and Village of Roy for; general purlittle daugster of Norton, Kan- poses and for the purpose of prosas, arrived Saturday JEpr a visii ducing' money to pay interest on
Mrs:. the water works bonds.' '..
with the fonn
Harriett Smith, and brother C.
Be it ordained by the Board of
C. Smith .and fambily.
Trustees 'of the Village of Roy:
Mrs . M.. II . .Smith returned
Section 1. .That. a tax of
.Sunday from Ford, Kan. where three mills ( .003) ón the dollar
she had been called' by the ser- be and hereby is levied upon all
ious illness of her mother. She taxable property within the
left her mother much improved
limits of the Village of
in health although far from well. Roy in the County or Harding J
T. J, Coonrod who has been for the year, 1922, for general
here sowiny wheat on his place purpose. '
east of Mills left Monday for his
Section 2.- That a tax of five
home at Palmyra, 111
and 210 mills (.0052) ón the
J. H. Mahoney'of Roy was in dollar be and hereby is levied
Mills Tuesday soliciting votes upon all the taxable property
for the high school at Roy. ,
within the corporate limits, of
H. B.tMarton and E." B. the Village of Roy in the County
Moyer were buying mules last, of Harding for the year, 1922,
week to ship to Dawson coal for. the purpose of paying interest, on the watei bohd of said
mines.
A.r
;
John Arnett of the Mistineto Village.
neighborhood is suffering from - Section .ÍL: That said ' taxes
an infected hand Áyhictf was caua shall be collected i the same as
'
' ' other .taxes
collected 'and
; are
ed from a bruise;" '.'
Winch when so collected' thé saine shall
C. A. Smith .and
returned Saturday from a busi be turned "over to thé Village
ness trip to points, iii "Oklahoma treasurer;
..4L
- this ordi. ..Sectiofl
Ira Thetford and Ed Grace of nance shall .takeThat
and be in
effect
Solano: were .business visitors jn
e
fulL force fronr and after its
Mils Tuesdays ;la4. h t;,
,
and approval
Stock water íia$,.vbe(mé':a
and approved' this 2nd
Passed
k'
problem
with some "peó day of Octpber;-1922serious
T
pie in this part of the,,, county
who havé no welÍ8ror 8rjngV
'
Maypr,
v."'
some of which hayerbeenepoirt.T
ed as "having no :. bottom'', ...are ATTEST;, ' Franto L, Schulr,
(evidently are. going, dry and. the
owners of sanie have, been. tínj-- ,
felled to stop the public.use "oí

the-Jpledg-
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FATJO'S HONEY
Fancy Comb

f

Retailed by all
Leading Groeers-- v
,

Italian Bees. and. Queens

f

Fatjo Apiaries
P.O. Box
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ACETYLENE WELDING AND ',
...
DISC ROLLING
STAND,
OLD
ATTHE
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EX-SERVI-

Me.

Machinfe Work,

to-fo- re

::

SpringeV, New

General Blacksmiths

i.
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.Extracted Honey:
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For le by tbe case'
and in 5 gal. cans
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will'.do all M.

tain just compensation andrác refuse the blame,. each trying to
.tion by Congress in their behalf . fasten it on the other.' Taxpay- Those who irtisrepresent my rs ''will have no reüef, and thier
position or. misquote or. misiñter' ''need of relief is urgent, u. :;
pret
in my party h It is one thing for a republi-piatforare seeking to; influence cah; majority in the' legislature
iuiu umir imuu- - to trade with state senator Minies arid friends against me by
f0r.a.vote to Overthrow, the
means of ;deliberatéA;deceptioü.íocíatic
party 0f the, state
I regard such campaign methods and another thing to have that
as unworthy and am convinced Jim HinMe, governor, and trying
that they are understood and to direct legislation for the state
properly.appraised by my, fellow which he will use to the profit
citizens.- 0j ne democratic party only in
v
oiepnen a. uavis, Jr. the next nresidential election two
Adv, veara from now. i
.Quick action can best be se' '
The almost comywe destruc- cured by sending a republican
tionof the live stock industry governor to a republican iegis- m
i
"litoe np, politin sections of the state, and its imure, riñere
wiu
serious-damagin every part, re
no
sulting in thousands of head of ical differences to adjust, and
to
be
division
blames
or
credit
of
cattle spared from death being
;
waiting
The
and
shipped
class
over.
fought
means
out,
that the
i
of property paying the largest needy taxpayers will know where
J state tax has been practically re-to pac8 Wame,
.. credit or
moved from the tax rolls, and I,,.
STEPHEN B. DAVIS,,
the
jepublican,of
.
(UAV UlC WU1UC1I Ul ,UUOUVU ucif
candidate-foparty
will
that, and
understand
of
carried by that class
; ted States Senator.;property will b thrown upon I there will be prompt and effec- the remaining taxpayers oi some tive relief given
relief is notnaa. , v
Adv.
j
I.1EII
10
for; state purposes shows that

V
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pas-sag-
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water out of;.1&enK.r

':

fobr&nt;

'pMÉ

.:.

Three
vwibuildVi
mgs. with gooAaterj and p&n V'
ure. - Close in. ' inquire of- -"
room-ncJiouse-

'

SADLER

' An attack has been made upon eo-oine. consxiiupion- ior saiar- me by new&papera' supporting ies,rbonded debts interest, and
my opponents,1 ;and also,Tl am in- -, einkinglfuñd, that .'ho taxpayer
formed, frohvjhe plationn anq of ,tje..gtate; could pe saved more
,
in nrivaté cbñ'versawóns-- charg-- than, $2.05 :on each l:one thous-jfajit
taz that;i wi';'op)seUto
f
I
i.:
recognition pi tne xlfni&iaoBven lit eveiy:
was closed and all
Whp..8erv9d.'
íwoáótacfivitiea ceased.
óre the only relief "pos-Thfe purpose of this catítpaign-- ;
clear te;ál Mi iblérit)egÍ8latioñ:r The; státé
attack must
been
made with' ajdj, fejpisíatúif is óyehetóngiy tté
it hasj now
rectneas ana witn an nweroaa-regar- d ublicaa

nfqtiM&Bxhk 'Sift.:

1,

í

;.t"

W-han-

"J

.
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iUtyanyj.cjiavC'y

thtruth;Mchi-e&tt-
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beK.chaiged- - that? I
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EGGS - EGGS - EGGS .
cetits
i; We will pay you O
feásh for them.

C

cJbángftiijút,as ttiatter'of fact,
harmony in üérnái- -

republican

inspired and approved an edfe
torial in .the'Las Vévásr Optic majorityt,-;;,-;-- :
questwiung ,the ,. mptiyes of an. rTbé ta:!siite'is' fepnbíéan,
man" whb4s' said-'tand there is no.elecÜpnTor state
have written a. letter, kt the. be--v seatori Aísyeiir , :, yt, "., 'f?'"
nest oi xne aemocrauc state com, v- DenJScfJiitic recommendations
tine, head .of. & democratic
mittoe.i addressed to all
vice men in New; Mexico.' urging fTiarty Xxt thOtiite
, riot"
to.Tiíoté for my opponent J meivic :prompt veonsiqération;
them.
'
.
'
i. Tf
a on tne.grouna uiai i wa vppowt. &üt.aittii"cktói.alQd: boTititíkl-- i
o'dfio'an' adjusted.. aimpnSationi
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At pieces you can afford to pajs
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íqwér" house wiw moire
hopes, to. show any
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a complete line Of
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Necessities

.

suicfr-'euucauviu-

of '''cohtr.tóib.ttót

for: a' réply frommei--íar:ordfithAt ho ioldféf or other, tizenr no
may. oe. oeceiyeu a w tuy,.pr

:

everyday

;

'foí
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-

yi

(VtkkitmiA
írWi'biíofc Watariu-true'án'd, me'rite'dire.btjk'e I knew;
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OSCAR'

:;kU;v,

;

KIDD,Proprííí Vi)Aub&.
'
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Thfi

Fkat.Katipna:BaSgplw:dvto

;oWe
f fFpraí'.ív

of

every resident or

Svsteto':atvttel'ás&

narog tjouny
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THiS'sfrong KáüonBahk, asa rsultfplé;-;j
membership;
f:
;
resowrcs, éWictéñt'hítóiagieniént;4nd
;

nothihgOf vtEe' 'edádrial 'Atftlft
Las',Vegaf Optic uiitilsit ... was
orougnt .to my. auenupn a wecK
afteteits ublica'ti9nV;V I aid ñot
approve' it ,then, ..anil do Hop' ap
prove it "now.'. The' statemétft
published in this connection that
I own-tnlias vegas, upuc ana
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direct

most effective service; under all conditians.,

iir

its utterances, is false.'1 To-

gether with,-' many'voth(r. Las
Vegas business n:én 1 purchased
a small stock interest in the Op- Itic, amounting to ,ten, shares out
of a total of 850' shares, oí tne
company's stock) and for a iime
was a director of the company..
That connection peased .. some
time ago That is the extent of
my interest in the paper..' I have
never had and do, not now hávé
any active connection, whatever
with its editorial or: business
'
.'.7, '
managemontht. '
The pc ition of the ..Republi
can part of New MexacQ upon
the quest. '.a of adjusted compensation, is y position and Í stand
squarely; - upon the declaration
in the plat rorm adopted at Albu;

--

P1I

j

ROY,

NEW MEXICO.

,

yoterso

.

.

county, will be held

querque on September 8, which
'

statesl

M ICHEL N
TIRES AND TUBES
One Quality Only

V

j

tubes at prices you
pay for, the ordinary
makes. Come in and
get comparative figures.

R. S. Wood Motor Co.
Roy, New Mexico

sell-elect-

at- -

MUY

;

Saturday, Oct. 28th.

.

The Best
We are selling these
high quality tires and

"We favsr the enactn nt
of an ad justed compensation
measure; which will do ju&i- ' tice
to fiose who so
served tueir country in time
of peril-- "
:'Y'- V
cWáration
pos
no
leaves
This
misunderstand
of
Lonest
sibility
ing or wne.'e my party status ui
where I sti nd. It does no?, pledge me to 6 pport every adjusted
compensation measure which
may be in reduced in Confess.
It does p!c ;e me to suppoii; and
work for aa adjusted coinpansa- tion measure which will do justice to the veterans of the world
war AND THAT I WILL DO.
It would "have been easy for
me to have posed in this cam
paign as the special representa
crianipion
tive and
men, , as my
of the
Opponent has done. Such a poy
sition would have been in, Violation of what I regard ''as the
first duty of a senator, whíth' is
to stand .first and always for the
welfare (V the nation as a whole,
as more important than that of
any grou' r class. Such an appeal woul i have been false nd I
do not sfck election upn false
pretense?. I do desire mo íarn
featly the votts of all
men who seek justice at the
hands of the government and

I!

A rousing meeting, given under the auspices
of the Democratic candidates of Harding .

o'clock
In the afternoon- - at 2:30 Company
Drawing,

Immediately

:

-

After the .Floersheim Mercantile

Collins, of Clayton
Mrs. A. L.
Voters at the
the
Will Address

-

Lucero Hall.

Women

At 7:30 o'clock P. M.

;

4

take
The Largest Democratic Meeting ever held on the Mesa will
National,
by
addressed
wiU
be
meeting
place at the Lucero Halt This
State and County Speakers. An County Candidates will be Present and
(
tell you the Policy tney wiu.fouow u eicieu.
...

3

a

'1

At 12:00 o dock, sharp

ed

A Big Free Barbecue will be Gi en t':e People at (he, Dn Gibbs
Square in Front of the Post Office, A pie Barbecue will he provided for
,
'
Every' odyT-:
..
'

'

.

!.--

Don't Forsjct the Date.
ALL DAY SATURDAY, OCT'JBER,28:i.
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Vote for the Harding County TO OPEN NEW
August Forseman was in from
BUTCHER SHOP
High School on November 7th
hia ranch near Solano last
and you will know that you have
done your duty.
D. M. Findley who has been
meet cutter at the Roy TradW. E. Carter of Milla was on
the
barforget
big
Don't
the
free
Monday
on
Roy
ing Co., for the past few years
the streets of
becue to be given by the County
business.
has purchased the Roy Trading
Democratic Candidates Saturday Co.,
meet market and will open
the 28th. Something doing all a new meet market within a few
Mavor Ben Brown was on the day. Big free
darbecue.
days in the Foster Building restreets of Roy several dsya last
cently vacated by. Lujan &
week.
Henson Williams "our used to
Branch Company. Mr. Finley
be" smiling Western Unoin Ope
the furniture now
F. M. Hughes was up from ator spent a few days with old is installing
ready
for business
be
will
and
Solano looking after his political friends in Roy. Henson has a
He
is an ex- Bearings
about
the
first.
Self Oiling Roller
interests the latter part of the good job with the W.U. at La jperienced meat cutter and will no
week.
Junta, Colorado, and has sevrai doubt draw a nice trade from
Wnd Mill Oil Once a Year
men working under him. Henhis old customers and will be
Safety Flues
d
The S. A. Acknowledges a son is the same oldjolly,
glad to meet as many new ones
friendly visit from Candlarion
fellow as one of old and
Deep Well Pumpsi
as possible.
Vigil the Republican nominee for we were all glad to see him. '
Well Casing
County Treasurer.
The walls of the new school
Mrs. Milton Floershelm md
Cylinders
and
Gass Pipe
building are limbing skyward
H. Roy has moved into children who have been spenchig
E.
J.
ElStoves and Stove Pipe
his new office in the S. A. a few weeks with relatives at and are easily visible from down
building; he has had it beauti- Trinidad returned home.Sunday. town. It sure looks good too,
bows
fully finished and now has one "Mickey" has already disposed since we have had to look at the
Stock Tanks
offices of that long drawn out bachelor burned ruins for almost a year.
oft he most
face and1 is once more the good
town.
in
Wagons and Grain Drills
natured "Mickey" that we all
Attention Everybody: The
like
to meet in the F. M. Co.,
Oite.
Tractor
Auto and
Harry Stafford has purchased
Auxiliary will serve a
Ladies'
a fine photo outfit and is now store. Little Mickey Jr. voi Chili Dinner at the Lujan &
We are doing business at
get
his
glad
to
back as
doing some mighty nice senary about as
Branch store all day. election
work. Kin need of work in mama and has already met n ost dav ' November 7th. Eat your
the old stand.
this line call on Harry as he can of his old friends.
dinner, on this date with the Aux
produe the goods.
V ...
iliary Ladies: they, wilt appre-- :
Tom Strong "The Chicken
it.
date
bunday was a very disagree Man" of the F. M. Co., is busy
able day. The wind blew a 60 these days buying chickens and NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
..
nile gale and the tumbling weeds fattening same ready for mar
roled oper the prairie in a south-ernl- y ket: He has several hundred
Department of the Interior.
direction like they were hens fattening at' this time, and
job
Tom
hand
had
so'me
i U. S.,.LANI
OFFICE at Clay
traveling
toward warmer
For Rent 240 .acre farm, .2
Monday morning when someone fon, New.Mexico, Qct. 13, 1922.
mile north, on
miles east and
left the door "open and the streets
NOTICE is hereby given that
100 acres can
route.
school
of Roy we're filled with chickens. Demetrio Garcia, of Roy, Hardthe
Joe Gilstrap who has the mis- real ones) within a few minutes.
be put in wheat, a good house,
ing County; New.Mexico, who,,
fortune to have a ladder, fall It took Tom and the Marshall on December, 21st 1917, and
will rent the house seperate if with him a few days ago.i injurbut a few minutes to coral ihem.. January'i 6th, 1921, made Home
necessary.
ing him quite severely is able to
stead Ejitrys No, 025670,
Mrs. S. B. Towers'. be up and around again, ' altho
Mervon Lyon, C. I. Knouff and No. 027247, for SW, Sec.
it takes crutches to move him and J- D. Wade and son" are 20, SEW,, See 19, and NEU,
along. Joe is the hustling manputting
the finishing touches on Sec. 30, township 19N, RangeJ
C.H.GARNER
ager of the Maxwel telephone Co.
new
the
S. A, building and we 26E..N... M. Y. Meridian, has
Auctioneer
and was in Roy a few days last
will.be
to .e move in our filed notice of intention to make
ready
..
New Mexico. week.
Mills,
new home by.the first. ' J. D. Final Three .Year.. Proof, to es,12 years experience selling for
Wado and son will help' with the tablish claim, to' the land above ythe best fanners and breeders in , We learn thru the Springer instalinp of ;,. tlfe' machinery. described, before F. H. Foster,
three states, 8 years a breeder of Times that Mr. and Mrs. James Messrs Hobson and Guthmann U. S. .Commissioner, at his ofShorthorn cattle and Poland Chi- L. Brown of, that place are the will install the wireless and fice at Roy, New Mexico, on the
na hogs. Padegrees understood. proud parents of a fine girl since when all is done the S. A. will 25th day oi November, 1922.
The have one of the finest homes in
, Will go anywhere
to conduct last Tuesday morning.
Claimant, names as witnesses:
Times reports all doing nicely, Roy and. all equipments will be Vincents C. de Baca, Lee West,
large or small sales.
Write, W're or Phone; at my ex even Jim is behaving as good as modern thruout. Come in and A. J; Smith, Eduardo Descan be t expected. The many see where your S . A;' Is printed champa, all of Roy New Mexico.
pense for dates, terms
friends of Mr. and Mrs. Brown when we get moved and make
II. II. Errett,
reasonable.
of Roy extend congratulations our large office yourh eadpuar-ter- a
Register.
to them on their first born.
when in Roy.
.".
.

Fairbank

,

Morse

z

.

Pumping engine

,

gecd-nature-

,

.

,

TR( VNIVIMAL CAft

We were this week advised of a drop in prices of
Ford cars all models except the Sedan amounting t
$50 00. This makes the price of this popular car lower than ever before in the history of the Ford Company.

'

.....

SEDAN, F. O. B.ROY
$713.60
COUPE
$646.00
TOURING, Complete with starter and
demountable rims
.. ... .. $303-5RUNABOUT Complete with demountable
, rims and starter
$472 30
'
TRUCK
. .
. . . . . . . . . . . . $482 45

..............

,

.....

........

.J.!.'

....

We received a new shipment this week.
and look them over.

Come in
'

TERMS IF DESIRED.

up-to-da- te

BAKER & SCHEIER
j

.

BAUMBRÓS

....

.

,

Roy, New Mexico

.

,

TIN SHOP

GLASSES

oiL-hi- s

i

We are now prepared to test
your eyes and fit glasses.
Can furnish you any kind of
glasses, or any corrective ;treat- ment for the eye you can get
any
'

.

-:-

.

f

'

-:-

"

we.
j
The Plümlee Hospital
'

"

'

r:

Riyt

'

N.M.

.

1

.

.

.

,

25

oremost

lour

ALL KINDS OF FEED'AT LOWEST PRICES.

Bulk and sacked corn, oats, corn
chops, bran and other mill feeds.
Spring wheat for chicken feed.

fe-- ?1

3

C

DelcO'Light Price Reductions
Now in Effect

Ira Bernstor f
jiuwinnviflfvffinftfviflflira"M,aMr"

ihwiia)Ví

can now buy the most popular
plant ever built, Delco-Lig-

YOU

ht

Model 866, for

less

All orders carefully filled and promptly shipped by express or Parcel Post Our membership in the Florists Telegraph Delivery Association enables us to deliver Flowers
for you anywhere in the United States on a few hours'
notice.

than

two years age
If'

Raton Greenhouses

Similar reductions have been made in

P. 0. Drawer 349

other styles and sizes of Delco-Ligh-t.
hi

At these low 1917 prices, you can now
install Delco-Ligfor less than at any
time within the past five years. And you
can buy it on easy payments if desired.
See the local Delco-Ligdealer for
the new price and terms on the Delco-Ligplant best fitted to your needs.
ht

All kinds of fresh
meats at all times.

ht

Give us atrial.

Roy Meat Market
Prop.

Made and Quaranteed By

,
T

COMPANY, Dayton, Ohio

MARK WOOD,

At Floersheim Store,

Subsidiary of Qeneral Motors Corporation

DEPENDABLE

tl

E. H. FRAZIER, Distributor
STREET,
1525 SIXTEENTH

.

.

DENVER, COLORADO

3,

(it?
íiii

i

m

SzLj

T7
I

Raton, N.M.

WE HANDLE

ht

DELCO-LIGH-

"THE NAYLORS"

'.

Y7TR

Roy, New Mexico,

Corn and fodder for sale reasonable, 10 miles north of Roy,
We will dip cattle at the T. F. or 4 miles east of Mils .
Heiman place, 15 miles east of
; ' M. J. Stevenson
Roy, 10 miles north of Mosquero
on November 1st and 14th.
NOTICE
All patrons wanting cattle dip
I have good horses and wagon
ped will please make "Arrange
practically good as new also new
ments. Prices right.
Heiman &Lloyd.
set harness will trade for good
,
,
Ford Car.
F. S. Brown.:
STOCKMEN ATTENTION

21-28- -4

THE

DOES LñUIiDRY

,''

HEW YORK FIRE

From All Over

DEATH
CHILDREN
LEAP! TO
WHEN BUILDING IS
BURNED.

and Arizona

Surprised to Find Herself Feeling So Well
Taunton, Mass. '1 used to have paina
In my back and lega ao badly, with other
that woman
,.
I
5: Stroublea
sometimes have, that
my doctor ordered
1,.
me to stay in bed a
week in every month.
It didn't do me much
apod, so one day after
talking with a friend
who took Lydia E.
Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound for
about the same troubles I had, I thought
I would try it also.
I find that I can work in the laundry all
through the time and do my housework,
too. Last month I was so surprised at
myself to be up and around and feeling
ao good while before I used to feel completely lifeless. I have told some of the
girls who work with me and have such
troubles to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and I tell them how it
has helped me. You can use my testiMrs.
monial for the good of others.'
Blanche Silvia, 69 Grant St", Taunton,
Mass.
It's the same atory one friend telling
's
another of the value of Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound.

BK

Pink-ham-

TOO
LATE

Rains came too late to benefit the
ranges in New Mexico and cattle are
being moved as fast as cars can be
Valley pasture Is getting
secured.
scarce In Arizona, Feeder cattle are
coming Into Yuma and Maricopa counties, Ariozna.
Friends of Robert .Anderson, vet
eran mining man and owner of the
oldest mine in New Mexico, who died
In El Paso hospital recently,
are
searching for his relatives, who are
heirs to a fortune estimated at from
$150,000

to

$200,000.

APARTMENT IN FLAMES

i

:

E. E. Miller, of
has a
new steam canner at work which he
claims will turn out over 3,000 cans
per day, and Is now running on pears,
apples and tomatoes. Mr. Miller says
he Is going to put up a new building
for the carming factory.
Inheritance tax collections In Ari
zona for the fiscal year ending June
Hope, N. M.,

30, 1922,

amounted to

$05,104.38,

ac-

cording to a report made to Raymond
R. Earhart, state treasurer, by Norl
Osborn, Jr., Inheritance tax collector.
This amount was credited to the general fund.
George White, an employe of á pav
ing company in Bisbee, fell Into a pot
of boiling asphalt, and was seriously
burned. White screamed for aid as
he fell from a plank Into the asphalt,
and was pulled out by L. A. Sullivan,
a fellow employé. Physicians say he
will recover.
The Fort Apache, Arizona, military

,

of the Interior Department. The reservation has been since 1877 under
war department jurisdiction.
Nerl Osborn, Jr., state tax Inheri
tance clerk of Arizona,' has beeh cho-sestate adjutant of the American
Legion to fill the vacancy caused by
The world's standard remedy for kidney, the resignation of D. A. Little, accord
liver, bladder and uric add troubles the ing to an announcement made public
National Remedy of Holland since 1696. In Phoenix by Celora SI. Stoddard, tax
Three sizes, all druggists.
commander of the legion. ;
Look for the name Gold Medal on averf bos
The Sisters of St. Mary, of Gallup,
accept
no
imitation
and
are busy with the plans for a new addition to the hospital which will be
used for contagious diseases, and
added over $800 to the building fund
during the Indian fair by giving a tag
day. The ftew structure will be so
built that at any time additions can
be added to take care of more pa
Soap 25c, Ointment 25 and 50c,Tcmn 25c
tients. When completed the structure
,:
Will COSt $4,000.
.. ,., ......,;v
The cotton gin at Roswell was
PARKER'S
nearly destroyed by fire recently and
HA1K BALSAM
"
I the loss Is estimated at over $2,000,
Color
and
j
Raatane
i
i
! Baanty ao Cray and Faded Halrl
V
which wns covered by insurance. Five
yyaBiiKwiCbtm. W.rtetwtue,W.T.
nales "of cotton were also burned with
-J
a loss to the owners of about $125 per
Removes Ooraa, Cal
HINDERCORNS
lonaef, ta., stop, all pala, eneure. comfort to Ibo
in the press
fee, makafl walking twt, Mo. by nail or at Draff, bale. The fire started
(lita, iiiftoox chemiaal Worka, Patohocue, M. I.
room, and Chief Chas. Whlteman is of
the opinion that the static conditions
W. N. U. DENVER, NO.
of the atmosphere, and friction from
electrical machinery caused the blaze.
Legal Fee.
By the time the department reached
your
to
ask
Suitor I have called
flames.
advice, sir, as to whether you consider the gin' it was a mass of
In a further effort to help the liveyour daughter would make me a suit
stock Industry In the drought-strickeable wife.
Lawyer No ; I don't think she districts of the state, the Santa Fe
would. Five dollars, please. Boston railroad telegraphed the state corpo- "ratlon committee that the freight on
Evening Transcript.
feed stuff would be reduced
The reduction will apply on cottonseed cake, meal and hulls, corn and
articles taking corn rates; hay and alSkin is
falfa. It will be applicable from Santa
Fe points. In Texas, Oklahoma, Colora, So
do and Kansas ; also from Kansas City
and St. Joseph, Mo., to all Santa Fe
Smooth
,
.
points In New Mexico.'. The reduction
has been approved by the Interstate
Fragrant daintiness
Commerce Commission and became efcombines with purity.
fective October 20.
For three generations
Playing through two matches in the
beautiful women have
morning and then facing a younger
opponent in the' finals for the men's
selected Colgate's
singles championship in the tenth anCashmere Bouquet
nual Border States Tennis TournaToilet Soap.
ment, concluded at Tucson, Ferguson
'Luxuriant
of El Paso, defeated Hutchinson, of
ft
A
Lason
8
Phoenix, Ariz., in straight sets,

GOLD MEDAL
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Comfort Baby's Skin
With Cuticura Soap
And Fragrant Talcum
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At a recent meeting of the city
council, the order to pave the main
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Responsibility's Compensation.
"Why do we permit Paris to dictate
our fashions?"
"We wouldn't dare make the kind
of clothes we like to wear," answered
"So we pay Paris a
Miss Cayenne.
little extra for taking the blame.
They who live most by themselves
reflect most upon others.
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Keep
Your Eyes
Clean - Clear Healthy
rita far

fra (r

Gar

áW.wrtaC.aaowt

rrA r. Insures Fresh Charm toor Old asShavI
you wish

s

PUTNAM FADELESS

A woman's wran mav not be warm
on a cold day, but If it Is becoming
to her she doesn't care.

VHY DRUGGISTS RECG""EKD

'

Keep Painted Woodwork CLEflO

fin

SWÜP-RQ0- T

i

n imu

Clean wooden floors, linoleum,
tile, marble, concrete, with

For man? vean druggist have watched
With much interest the remarkable record

maintained by Dr. Kilmer' Swamp-Roothe great kidney, liver and bladder medi.
PYROMANIAC cine.
POLICE
BLAME
is a physician's preemption.
It
FOR TENEMENT
Swamp-Roo- t
ia a strengthening mediHOLOCAUST.
cine. It help the kidney, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
ihould do.
Swamp-Roo- t
ha stood the test of year.
New York. Fifteen persons, most ol
i told by all druggist
on its merit and
It
Ore
them children, lost their lives In a
it should help you. No other kidney medibelieved by city officials to be the cine ha to many friend.
work of a pyromaniac. The flames
and itart
Be ture to get Swamp-Roo- t
swept with murderous suddenness treatment at once.
However, if you wish first to test this
from cellar to attic of a
great
preparation send ten cents to Dr.
avenue
Lexington
brick tenement at
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
and íne Hundred and Tenth street, In sample bottle. When writing be sure and
the thickly populated East Side. The mention this paper. Advertisement.
blaze apparently started In a baby carNecessity Is not so much the mothriage under the stairs In a lower hall
er of invention as a desire to elude
under almost Identical circumstances disagreeable work.
as the recent incendiary fire In an upper West Side, apartment house, which
resulted in seven deaths. So quickly FREEDOM FROM
did the flames shoot through the buildLAXATIVES
ing that a number of the dead were
found in bed, burned or 'suffocated
without the slightest opportunity to es- Discovery by Scientist Hat Replaced
cape.
Them,
In the confusion that followed the
Pills and salts give temporary recry of "fire" there wére many thrilling
only at the exrescues.
Families were separSted as lief from constipation injury,
says an
permanent
pense
of
they ran from their .rooms and 'chil...
mlnent medical authority.
dren were forgotton In tne general
Science has found a newer, better
panic. Norman Goldfarb, who lived on way a means as simple as Nature
the first floor with his wife and two itself.
children, got. them out of the burning
In perfect health a natural lubricant
building. He then returned and brought keeps the food waste soft and moving.
out several women and children, who But when constipation exists this natural lubricant Is not sufficient. Medihad been overcome by smoke.
cal authorities have found that the
Many others were rescued by firegentle lubricating action of Nujol most
men, who ran ladders against the front closely resembles that of Nature's own
of the building ju.-j- t In time
lubricant. As Nujol Is not a laxative
It is In no sense a
them from throwing themselves from it cannot gripe.
And like pure water It is
medicine.
:
windows.

SAB?

street of Artesia, N.' M., was passed
and it Is planned to ' begin work as
soon as the contract is let. If the
present plans are carried out the
work will be finished after the first
of the year and will do much toward
relieving the lubor situation during
the winter months.
L. C. Latham, owner of several
claims in the Black Range in the vicinity of Kingston, recently discovered a fine vein of silver, which it Is
said will run over $1,000 to the ton of
ore. This is one of the best strikes
In that section of New. Mexico for
some time and plans are being made
to develop the property after the first
of the year. In the prospecting work
several tons of ore have already been
placed on the dump.
e
Governor Mechem refusing to
the sentence, Steve Katonka wai
hanged at Aztec for murdering two
taxlcob drivers near Shlprock, N. M
Governor Mechem's statement was In
reply to a 'petition accompanied bj
fourteen pages of signatures from San
Juan county and a telegram signed by
ten jurors who sat at his trial. The
petition , contained a strange request
that the governor hold "Mrs. Katonka
In prison the full length of time In hli
power." She was given a term In th
penitentiary when Katonka was sen
, i
tenced to death.

Makes all house
cleaning easy.
Large cake
No waste
lab Huafutaran

Marta' S Co.
NtwTk,U.S.A.

Eaaca
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Death only a matter U short tima. reservation containing approximately
Don't wait until pains and aches 7,500 acres, has been declared useless
become incurable diseases. Avoid for future military purposes" and
placed under control of Secretary Fall
painful consequences by taking

Your
Fragrant
and

mm
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HOUSEWORK TOO
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Southwest News

VORK AND
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The sleeping occupants were awakened to find .escape by the stairways
cut oft and the halls filled with, flames
and choking smoke. Several were hurt
jumping from .windows.
Firemen searching the floors" found
four bodies on the top floor ; three on
the fourth floor and two on the second
floor.

Nathan Silver and four of his children were among the victims. Mrs.
Silver escaped. Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Matllsky and Sidney and Catherine Sugarman, brother and sister of
Mrs. Matllsky, also perished.
City Marshal Joseph tazarus, while
On his way home, saw smoke issuing
from the hallway of the building. He
ran to the next corner and turned In
an alarm. When he returned the
whole building, the ground floor of
Which Is occupied by stores, was a
mass of flames, and exit by the stairways was cut off. Most of the per
sons on the second floor made their
way down fire escapes, but those on
upper floors had to struggle through
smoke and flames pouring out the
windows.

Several tenants, perched on upper
story windows, threatened to jump,
but were prevailed upon by firemen to
remain until ladders could be raised
to take them down. One aged woman,
Mrs. Mary Inglass, disregarded the
warning and leaped from the fourth
floor, receiving Injuries which prob
ably will cause lier death.
While the firemen were at work on
the second floor and preparing to
fight their way to the third floor, this
floor collapsed, but not beforé a warn
Ing roar had sent the firemen to
safety.
Striking Shopmen Buy Winter Food,
Valley
Junction, Iowa. Striking.
Chicago, Rock .Island & Pacific shop
men here are preparing by means of
buying to hold out all win
ter, if necessary, In order to win their
strike against the company. Potatoes
are being purchased In carload lots,
along with coul and other necessities.
If a striker's family can pay for his po
tatoes he does It at about a third dlscoupt from the retail price. If they
cannot pay they are given 100 pounds
or so. The same holds good for other
necessities.
Klansmen March at Girls' Funeral.
e
res
St. Joseph, Mo. What
idents here declared was the largest
funeral within their recollection took
place when the body of Nellie Hale,
girl killed by a shot supposedly fired by police, was borne to
the cemetery through streets lined by
thousands of spectators. A crowd es
timated at 5,000 waited In the cemetery for the cortege, In which marched
500 members of the Ku Klux Klan,
robed and with their hoods raised.
old-tim-

cop-mut-

Famous Race Horse Burned to Death.
Hartford, Conn. Four race horses,
Almadén Onv. ard, Harry D. O., and
Abe Direct, noted pacers, and Day
break, well known trotter, were burned
when fire
to death In their stalls,
swept through the famous Charter Oak
stables at Charter Oak park, near here.
Wesley R., a trotter, was so badly
burned that he was shot. The horses,
which were privately owned, were val
ued at approximately $30,000, Almadén
Onward alone being valued at $10,000.
They were not Insured.
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Liver Pills
Carter's
little
Take.. a good
.
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Do what your mother tells you
from father is the best known slogan in a happy family.
,

, To Have a Clear Sweet Skin
Touch pimples, redness,' roughness
or itching, If any, with Cuticura Ointment, then bathe with Cuticura Soap
and hot water. Rinse, dry gently and
dust on a little Cuticura Talcum to
leave a fascinating fragrance on skin.
Everywhere 25c each. Advertisement
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NORMAL ABOUT HER

Critic Assert Author Is All Wrong in
His Description of Heroine of
'. :
His .Tale.

.v

Poorer,"-apparentl-

y

Deep-encyste-

,
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for HanhavHt "Trmtmmn Trasnuroa" th
1 trill help you. Mak mr morvajy catch mor fura
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Harold G. Armstrong, the author of
Probably Young Clergyman Feared He "For Richer, for
has no desire to enroll himself in the
Would Get Into Yet Deeper Water
younger generation. At any rate his
If He Kept On.
herlne Is flamboyantly an
girl. On page 158 we read, "All
In Georgia they tell of a young
clergyman, newly settled over a large at once Marlon let down her hair."
parish, who had occasional fits of em- More than that, Kenneth Gramllng, the
barrassment when standing before his hero, was thrilled thereby. "It was
d
a symbol. They kissed.
congregation. ;
They were
Inhibitions vanished.
One Sunday, after reading a notice of
a woman's missionary meeting to be normal people, after all."
Marion did not seem so to us. We
held in the chapel a few days later,
he endeavored to add a special appeal do not think she should be allowed to
qualify.
If she had been a normal
of. his own for a large attendance.
After stating that It was to be a heroine of today, it would have been
the hair which had vanished and the
meeting of great Interest and Importance, he said : "We, the women of this Inhibitions which were let down.
"
Heywood Broun In the New York
congregation
With a flushed countenance he World.
stopped and retraced his steps.
Spoiled Mother.
"We, who are the women of this
Elderly Hostess Really, I am horhe began.
This was no better, and he beat a rified ! No child has ever spoken to
blushing retreat by saying: "Let us me like that in my life!
Betty Exactly ; that's
sing the four hundred and first hymn." '
'
the way you've been spoiled. Judge.
Philadelphia Ledger.
HYMN COVERED
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PREVENT CONSTIPATION
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Suspenders and Garters
Unequalled for Comfort and Ion.mm
near.
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the organs to their proper functions and Headache
and the causes of it pass away.
THEY REGULATE THE BOWELS and

ti IVITE

harmless and pleasant,

Nujol is prescribed by physicians;
used in leading hospitals. . Get a bottle
from your' druggist today. Advertisement.
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A couple was seated on the top of
a Fifth avenue bus and their words
reached everyone around them. He
ventured a timid suggestion that they
street. She
get off at
had decided upon a street farther
south and said so with finality. An
argument followed, If a conversation,
can be called an argument In which,
one side has so much the best of it.
The people listening In from nearby
seats were naturally Interested in the
Forty-sevent-

h

outcome.
As the bus slowed

down for thes
street crossing the woman remained seated, and the man reIt was a word
newed his argument.
In thé final veto, however, which especially attracted the audience. Every
married man present understood.
"There is no use talking," the wom"I have
an declared with finality.
made up our minds." New York:
Forty-secon-

d

Times.
A cannibal may be classed as onej
who loves his fellow men.
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daytime irritation, when
often require a call on the
grocer to avoid a later call on the doctor.
Pos turn, instead of coffee, has brought restful nights
and brighter days for thousands of people together with
and
SLEEPLESS nights
drinking,

complete satisfaction to taste.
You will enjoy the full, rich flavor and aroma of
Postum, and nerves will be free from any possibility of
irritation from coffee's drug, caffeine. You can begin the
test today with an order to your grocer.
.

.

tostum come9

in two forms: Instant Postum (in tins) prepared
instantly in the cup by the addition of boiling water. Postum
Cereal (in packages, for those who prefer to make the drink
While the meal is being prepared)madeby boiling fully 20 minutes.

Postum for Health
"There's a Reason"
Mad

to

Understand That Further
ment Wai Useless.

by Postam Ccraal Ca, Inc., Battl Crack, Mich.
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the solving of the hotel problem.
They have purchased the large
Still ye' corespondent is mixed .Hotel- building at Solano aod will
iyp in politics, working in the of- move itef Mosquero' within, the
fice in Hhe day time traveling next two weeks.-- . It will be placColover the county at night time to ed on the corner lot at the
street,
Third
and
rner
of
Main
Republican
attend the different,
not had time to remodeled, .renovated and made
meetings,
hotel..
jdevota much' attention to the lo- -' into a nice,
way
the
from
by
the
On account of advice
cal happo4ngs . This
!of an explanation hi'' the lack of that it would be impossible for
news in this week's paper .
State Republican Headquarters
gave the speakers and candidates sche
The laclies of
h very interesting' and instruc- - duled to speak at Mosquero at
tive eateitaiimient. Saturday
the big barbecue and celebration
the third of
for. the purpose of raising planned for Friday,
Ceiebra- - November, the ' committee, has
ii'unds for
tioiv that Will, be given by the changed the date to Thursday,
Legion Eoys át Mosquero on Nor the 2nd. Big preparations are
hous.es being made for this celobraion
I'.emljer 11". Diffei-en- t
!have been decorated to repr- and addresses and orations by
esent different nations and cars Senator Bursum, Senatorial
S. B. .Davis. Mrs. Ada- arried the different guests to
re'.'ir.h tirtust? in turn where
lina Otero Warren, candidate for
narepresentative to Congress, and
ircsiilnciiLa tpittu vi nic
.tions represented were ,. served a couple of eastern speakers will
A very, instructive and enjoyable be made in the afternoon and
time was had by all" and a tidy the day will close with a. big
little sum realized for, the com dance on Thursday night. Be
ing celebration.;
sure and come out and let HardRpnublican ., Campaign. ing County.make a favorable imTIiqcCorofnittee held a rousing meet- pression on men. who' will be in
ing at Salado. Sunday night and a position to do us áome good at
Monday night spoke to the ,peo- ai opportune time. Wé desiré
ple at Rosebud. ,They. were not "only that they , make anvinv
-,
ftimished excellent music by a pression on.our people but depecp:e
make
our
more
sire
that
has-been
imd band thatorganized at that hustling little a favorable impression on tj
town'. Learning that Hon. Nes-o- r leading, nren of our state.
Ct de Baca had died at Clay-ta- n That' Mills correspondent just
out "goat
and that the body would be' Will persist in gettingshe-:
Wants
what
brought home on Tuesday and in
ter vment take place on Wednes- with the.pesky animal anyway.
day the party was disbanded at Of course it might be used to
Rosebud in order to allow the good advantage as a milk goat.
me:riber3 of the party to attend It would have the advantage of
the funeral services , Mr . Baca a cow in being of such size that
was a prominent citizen of Hard- it could be brought to the bed
ing .County, and ardent" Demo- side in the mormnff and milked
crat and a man loved by all re- without going to the trouble of
gardless ot politics and the Re- getting up and going out to the
publicans felt that they would barn yard as must be done with
prefer to do honor to his mem- a cow or it might be made into
ory at this time than to continue a delicious sew but wé imagine
the campaign. The party will that she doesn't like goat meat
start out again on Friday and re stews anyway. But it doesnt
máin in the field until the week make any difference what she
says, we will not acknowledge
of the election. .
Mosquerq still continues to that she has the sole right to
grow. Hard times, scarce mon- - write poetry. And we insist that
ey and the general financial con- - we are. ''some poet." We don't
have to write about Solaho.
r
County does not seem to be re- Just listen to this.
"' Is this the road to Albuquei
flected in the growth of the
county seat . On account of the . que?
large crowd called to v town at A yoyng man asked in accent
different times by "meetings, con jerky,
...
ventions and county business
As his flivver rattled, snorted
the hotel accomodations have not and.dattled,
been ádequate át ail times. Mes Like a frightened hen or gobbler
ternue.
sr3 R. E Trujilltf and Oscar Asp
'
gren have decided to assist in
Now. say we "haint" the poet,
COUNTS

SEAT-ITEM-

he-ha-

!

up-to-d-

s a oar sain day with us.

Heath and Raymond
.Texas ,last. week,
they expect' W be gone- all 'Win-- :
ter
;
Thf Democrat candidates wera
oitt in théir;best bibind tucker
last Thursday evening putting on
their political speeches, they had
a right good turnout at Yates
but a much better one at Della-ve- n
where they had a big dance
.

.

after the speaking.

The Republicans will bé out this week
to tell us what they know about
it. "
Mr Hillis made a trip to Mills
Saturday for a load" of coal'.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith
were shopping in Roy Saturday.
Mr. W. Heath has his new
house all finished but the roof,
they hope to be able to move in
before the cold weather.
"
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large '"majority of our Bargain Items listed the past three weeks
have be,n sold , however we still will have more and better bargains to offer
you rt.neeJv.f Come in and look o the list as there will be other items
',.....
on sale aside from those listed herein.

'...
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Men's Suits, in..sifces 34 to 44, at a 10 cut. These Suits are all
in ñt$UfSM have previously been reduced in price, befor this sale.
,.
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CLOTHING AND DRY GOODS. DEPT.

-
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t

Boy's Suits, the assortment we have will be reduced tjie-- r same.as
,;':-:jMw.&'t n
Ments Suits.
g
v
Men's Leather Vests and Coats, also 10 reduction.
Corduroy Paífti bestc heavykind. fjust a few left at a price of
0 Valuenow for $1.75r
Mali's OutingÉVG.oivñ
All Ready o wear Garment's greatly reduced, asjttf or prices,;
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GROCERY. DEPARTMENT:
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"
Fúll assortment Tea Garden Preserves, Gallon at ?1. 95. ;
GG
and
Grapes,
Plunis,'
Apricots,
Peaches,
Fruits,
Size
Gallon
Pack,
Solid
Apples, all at 83f per gallon. .
.....
Cabbage, fine large solid heads, $3.00 per cwt.
Large Size Quaker and Solitaris Onts, at Sltfj
.';
. ,.
Dolmonte 2 4 lb Apricots, at $2.93 per Dozen.
:

'

,

.

-

:

HARDWARE DEPARTMENT
'"
Heavy Galvanized Water Pails, 12Qt. at 33, 14 Qt. at 38
Half Bushel Measure's at 63.
KNIVES, Extra Fine Assortment, of Batcher Knives at pre-wSpring Mop Sticks, 13 while they last.
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P. A. Eoarts and wife of
Kepha'rt were pleasant callers at
the S. A. office last Saturday.
Mr, Boarts is one of the progresa
ive farmers of he Yates community and they are huslers too.
Jhey are progressive people and
thé kind we need- to make thil
great mes.? jus.t what .it should
Th ey weré looking over the
be
are
radio setsj-hanew
fine
being. built rfor the'S. A., and
we believe they' Wltt soon become
wireless radio fans, so they can
géTmárket quotations and other
news daily. ..JCome again Mr.
and Mrs-- Boarts-.
.
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but not good bye.
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Harry Lammon and wife took
his son Fay down to his claim
in Torrance County last week in
the Ford. They . report a fine
trip and the country in much
better shape than reported,
grass good and the cattle fat.

, Below we give you a

Libby'8 Sweet Condensed
Milk per can
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Joy Brand Green Beans
2 cans for . .
. 25

........

3.

packages

for

o

pet pound

.

.... . ; ... . 40
;

Graham Crackers reg 15 for 10

Campbells Soup 2 cans for 25
Mother'gf Oas 3318 per package

23 oz Health Club Bading Pooher

A can

.

15

P. A. Tobacco, 2 cans".;.

. . . .

25

Our Advertiser 3 cans for .2ó f
Bull Durham big size 3 pkgs 25
Velvet Tobacco

for

.23f
Union Leader 10 tins, 3 tins 23
2 cans)

$1 00

Highest prices paid for your

PRODUCE
rUjans

.

The Remiblican candidates of
Union County will sneak at the
school house Tuesday evening
at í:íu. üí very body come

.

Harpest Treasurer Sweet Corn

home.
Mrs Mary Cole from Gladstone
has been taking care of the post
oilice the last week, dunn? the
absence of the Postmaster.
Although this has been a dry
year, most all the farmers have
nice stacks of feed up and will
bej able to care for their stock

thru the winter.
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Our Best Coffee, Anza Brand

Libby'si regular SOfean

;.:

The chservative man is not neeessarily an
cautious or timid man. The conservative man usually is thoughtful and intelligent, reideas of foolish or schem
fusing to follow
:
ing leaders.'
Summed up, the character of conservatism is
caution without timidity and a sincere respect for
the world's experiences.
This bank reflects an individuality of conservatism. It is a safe, sane and serviceable institution for you to profit through. Whether it be deposits, checking investment or loan, you will be glad
of, making this bank your bank.
Make Your Dollars Have More Cents! I I

few specials

Jt?:or Sell! tírela

last Wednesday night in honor
of Mr. and Mrs. Jose Martinez.
All report a fine time.
Al McDonald and sister, Miss
Beth, drove to Springer Friday
night to spend the week end
with her sister Miss Louise, who
is teaching in Springer .
Mr., and Mrs.! Canto Lopez
are rejoicing over the arrival of
their first born. Congratulations to them.
Mon. Yates and J. M. McAll
ister are working at Taylor
bpnngs at present.
W . H . Morrow is still a batch-elo- r,
as his wife and son are ris-itiin Texas.
"Mr. Berry who came here
fom Texas last sping has gone
back to his old home on account
of his wife's health. His son
and family will make this their,
'

Character in
Conservatismt

wish to tell our Friend and patrons that we have puchased the
S. E. Pax ton Store, stock and we are now doing business at the
Paxton stand, with this splendid stock and the more spacious
location we are in much better position to render you good sef- -

We also wis to let you know that our delivery system has been
improved upon and we can now serve you more efficiently.

.
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Laureate of Harding County. ."
Well, if we are not dead when
this blamed campaign is over,
from worry,- lack of sleep and
general weaf and tear we will
try and make the other correspondents sit up and take notice
news that we
of our batch-o- f
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Eat your chili dinner on election day with the Ladies Auxiliary at the : Lujan & Branch

r
KEPHART
Tjhe Catholic Ladies Aid will
Are you preparing for that
BaTurkey Dinneir and Bazaar to' be give a Turkey Dinner and
We are having beautiful fall
given by the Catholic Ladies "Aid zaar- on Thanksgiving ' Day .
weather,
which is much appreSociety on Thanksgiving Day. Your patronage will be
ciated afer the cold spell of last
week.
rCA. and M. H. Smith of the A real Turkey Dinner will be i "Jose :Leon Martinez and Miss
Wilson Co, of Mills, were busi- given by the Caholic Ladies Aid ra Mile tta Lucero were quietly
i.married last week at Bueyerous.
ness visitors in Roy Tuesday.
on Thanksgiving Day.
IPabuletta and Jose have grown
11T1 iimnno- - lis in- this Innnlitv and
'
f :
.......V.a
l
j wisni itmem
many irienas
tiieir
long and happy married life.
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Albert

Dick Ieft:,for:

ranch1

Au revoir
rv
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